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Judge sentences driver in fatal accident
by Brian R. Ball
copy editor

A former University student, convicted last month of aggravated vehicular homicide, received a suspended
prison sentence and mandatory community service yesterday afternoon in
Wood County Common Pleas Court.
Mark Messner, 21, of Orange, Ohio,
was originally sentenced to serve two
to five years in the Ohio State Reformatory in Mansfield for the Dec. 7 pedestrian/car accident which killed Daniel
Sipes, sophomore business/pre-law
major from Marion, Ohio.

Judge Gale Williamson said after
sentencing Messner that he didn't think
anything would be served if he were
jailed. He put Messner on four years
probation and warned him not to be
involved in any criminal activity or any
serious traffic offenses during that
period.
As a condition of probation, Williamson said Messner will serve 30 days in
Wood County Jail at the end of Messner's current academic term at Cleveland State University. Messner also
will be required to serve a mandatory
300 hours of public service in an alcohol
awareness program.

Williamson also suspended Messner's driver's license for two years.
BEFORE BEING sentenced.
Messner told the court he has contacted
several people about him becoming
involved in an alcohol awareness program.
One program in Columbus trains
teen-agers to give programs at their
high schools. Messner said he is planning to transfer to Ohio State University.
Williamson said restitution, to be
determined by the adult probation office, and court costs will be assessed to
Messner. No punitive fines were

charged.
Alan May berry, assistant county
prosecutor, said to Williamson before
the sentence was handed down that the
prosecutor's office recommended a
period of incarceration and two to three
years driver's license suspension.
In a letter to Mayberry, Sipe's family
and their lawyer said they were not
vindictive against Messner and were
not in favor of a severe sentence.
Mayberry had no comment on the
sentence.
Defense attorney John Cheetwood
argued Messner did not have a criminal record and had no history of having

Labor union's
efforts increase

Jazz artist
stops by to
teach class

Interest gauged among employees

by Patricia Ritter
staff reporter

by Melissa McGlllivray
staff reporter

Jazz musician Chuck Mangione, former student of a University professor, teams up with his
trumpet mentor today to teach a
class on his way through Bowling Green.
Chuck calls it a lesson, but I
think we'll just play some
duets," Edwin Betts, a professor
of music performance studies,
said with a laugh.
Mangione, famed fluglehorn
artist, also will speak with students from 3-4 p.m. in Kobacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center. Betts said Mangione has
not planned to give a speech, but
will conduct a question/answer
session.
Mangione's Bowling Green
visit is prior to a performance in
Lima tonight.
Mangione was one of Betts'
students at the Eastman School
of Music in Rochester, N.Y. in
the early 1960s. The two make
every effort to keep in touch,
Betts said.
BETTS DESCRIBED his former student as "always ahead
of his time," because in the 1950s
and 1960s Eastman didn't recognize jazz as an art form.
"I think he always felt out of
it," Betts said of Mangione's
college career, explaining he
was a local boy - from Rochester - and was not acquainted
with symphony or recital performances.
Betts said Mangione did some
of his best playing in Rochester
clubs, not in private lessons.
"He always wanted me to
come hear him at the clubs
because he thought he played
better there," Betts said. "And
he did."
Mangione's interest in music
began at the age of eight when
his father took him to concerts
at local clubs. Following each
concert, the elder Mangione
would take his son backstage to
□ See Musician, page 5.

A union plans to open an office
in Bowling Green to help University classified staff in its unionizing efforts.
Bonnie Lawrence, a custodian
and member of a University
classified staff committee which
seeks to form a union, said the
Communications Workers of
America/Council of Public
Workers will establish a local
office soon.
PhiUip KeUey, acting director
for the Ohio chapter of
CWA/CPW, said, "We'U know
the location of our office within
two to three days."
Lawrence said the office will
be close to the University campus so it will be available to the
classified staff.
KeUey said there is enough
interest among the classified
staff to form a union, otherwise
CWA/CPW would not be investing over $100,000 to staff an
office.
Tom Dykeman. administrative assistant to the vice president of CWA/CPW, will be in the
Bowling Green office to help get
the campaign for a union underway, KeUey said.

THE FIRST step toward establishing a union was taken last
week when the committee,
made up of 10 to 12 classified
staff members, began distributing intent cards to classified
staff personnel.
The cards are aimed at finding out how many workers are
interested in having an election
for a union, Lawrence said.
Lawrence would not comment
on how many cards have been
returned, saying the committee
does not want the administration to know the number of classified staff interested in a union.
"What we need to do next is to
divide the campus into groups of
some kind," Lawrence saidT
To achieve this, Dykeman wiU
hold luncheons for small groups
of classified personnel to answer
questions and provide information about unions, Lawrence
said. The luncheons wiU be paid
for by CWA/CPW.
"We're going to start with
food service, custodial, and
maintenance," she said. "We're
not eliminating anyone, we're
just starting with small
groups."
Lawrence said the committee
D See Union, page 4.

Reagan defends
military spending
KN
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Jack is Back

Professional billiard player and trick shot artist Jack White challenges students to a game of pool in
the Buckeye Room of the Union during his annual week-long visit to campus. Friday, White will
demonstrate his billiard tricks and techniques in an open exhibition at 11 a.m. A week-long billiard
tournament will end Friday when the winner plays White before the exhibition.

U.S. may increase Filipino aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - Encouraged by Corazon Aquino's
actions during her first 24 hours
as president of the Philippines,
congressional and administration officials yesterday predicted increased American aid
to help her shore up the sagging
economy and fight a communistbacked insurgency.
Aquino faces enormous problems, but she appears to nave
taken office with less turmoil
and violence than the administration thought possible.
The relative ease of the transition, particularly the quick
switch in allegiance of the military, will be advantageous in
helping combat the communist
insurgency, both Pentagon and
State Department officials said.
"I think she established both
through the election and in the
events of the last week a very
powerful position, and people
tinderstimated that." said Michael Armacost, undersecretary
of state.
Tbe administration wants
Aquino to determine her aid
needs before any is offered. But
there is no doubt she will get

a drinking problem. He also said
Messner knew he was wrong and there
was not much risk of a similar incident
happening.
Messner was originally charged with
driving under the influence of alcohol
(DUI) in Bowling Green Municipal
Court. The charge was dropped and the
case tranferred to Common Pleas court
when Sipes died three days after the
accident.
A bill of information was filed on Jan.
9 in lieu of a grand jury indictment with
an agreement from Messner not to
contest the charges. Messner plead no
contest to the charge on Jan. 17.

significantly more than Ferdinand Marcos would have received if he had managed to
hang on as president.
JUST BEFORE the Feb. 7
election, President Reagan
promised to consider a significant increase in American aid if
the election was fair and was
followed by military, economic
and political reforms.
That offer was temporarily
suspended after Marcos declared himself the winner in a
fraud-marred election. But the
offer is back on the table for
Aquino's government, several
officials indicated.
Rep. Robert TorriceUi, DN.J., who last week won approval in a House subcommittee of
a cut-off in all direct aid to the
Marcos government, said the
bill is now dead and he would
favor more aid for Aquino, although it's too early to say how
much.
"I would hope that she would
make an early visit to the United
States to make a case for what is
required," said TorriceUi.
An early visit by Aquino is

unlikely, but it is considered
quite possible that her running
mate, Vice President Salvador
Laurel, who is also the new
prime minister, will come to
Washington for talks.
Congress approved $245 million in aid for the Marcos government for fiscal 1966, and the
administration is committed to
requesting at least $220 million a
year in combined military and
economic aid under a five-year
arrangement for use of the military bases at Clark Field and
Subic Bay.
PHILIP HABEB, President
Reagan's special emissary, arrived in Manila yesterday saying he wanted to determine
"how the United States can help
in addressing the problems of
economic revival and national
security."
Administration officials liked
Aquino's early appointments
and her quick move to consolidate her authority. White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said,
''So far she's done a good job."
Among appointments receiving praise were Gen. Fidel Ramos as chief of staff, replacing

Gen. Fabian Ver, new military
service chiefs and her appointments to the economic ministry
and Central Bank.
Although TorriceUi said there
were some "lingering questions" about Aquino's attitude
toward the future of the American bases, the administration
regarded them as secure. Pentagon officials had felt aU along
that they could work out an
arrangement to continue the
bases beyond the scheduled
lease expiration in 1991 with any
government, short of a communist one.
Concern over the communists
has been the single greatest
worry. In testimony last week
before a House panel, Assistant
Secretary of Defense Richard
Armitage said the number of
armed insurgents had increased
to more than 20,000, up 50 percent from a year ago.
"IF THE outcome of the election produces increased instabUity, the growth of the NPA is
bound to accelerate and a strategic stalemate would probably
occur early in the three-tofive
year period," he said.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, trying to reverse
dwindling support for his defense buildup, said yesterday it
would be "reckless, dangerous
and wrong" for Congress to reduce his $320 billion military
budget request.
Congress already has "undercut our negotiators" at
the Geneva
arms talks
by banning
tests of antisatellite
weapons and
unilaterally
giving the Soviets "a concession they
could not win
at the bargaining ta- Reagan
ble," the president said.
In a bluntly worded address
prepared for national broadcast
from the Oval Office, Reagan
said to cut defense now is ''not
cheap (and) it's not safe."
He said it would be "backsliding of the most irresponsible
kind."
"Just as we are sitting down
at the bargaining table with the
Soviet Union, let's not throw
America's trump card away,"
Reagan said.
In a brief reference to the
ouster of Philippine President
Ferdinand Marcos and his replacement by Corazon Aquino his first public statement on the
switch - Reagan applauded the
"remarkable restraint shown by
both sides to prevent bloodshed
during these last tense days."
"OUR HEARTS and hands
are with President Aquino and
her new government as they set
out to meet the challenges

ahead," he said. "Today, the
Filipino people celebrate the
triumph of democracy, and the
world celebrates with them."
House Democratic leader Jim
Wright, giving his party's response to Reagan's address,
said the president's defense budget must be cut to protect the
nation from another danger huge deficits.
"We think the deficits themselves pose a danger to our
national security," Wright said
in remarks prepared for broadcast after the president's
speech.
Wright said if Congress approves the 11.9 percent boost ui
authorized military spending
that Reagan seeks for the fiscal
year beginning Oct. 1, "we'd be
spending almost four times as
much on the mUitary by the end
of this decade as the nation
spent during the height of the
Vietnam War."
Wright criticized "glaring
waste,' such as $400 hammers
and $7,600 coffee pots, and said
"even the Pentagon should be
held to strict standards of accountability in spending taxpayers' money."
Defending his administration
against charges of wasteful and
sometimes fraudulent defense
spending, Reagan said Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger
"should be praised, not pilloried, for cleaning the skeletons
out of the closet/'
"THOSE FEW who have
cheated taxpayers or have swindled our armed forces with
faulty equipment are thieves
stealing from the arsenal of democracy," he said, promising to
prosecute them "to the fullest
extent of the law."
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Astronauts* families
already provided for

Who answers for shuttle loss?
by Mike Royko

In the past year, people in the United States and
across the globe have banded together in widespread attempts to alleviate the pain and suffering
of many groups hit with hard times.
But television advertisements asking for donations to aid the children of the seven astronauts
killed last month are stretching the term 'needy' a
bit too far.
While the entire nation grieved for the families of
the shuttle crew and saw their pain in a nationally
televised memorial service, saving these people
are in need of financial support is ridiculous.
Of the seven crew members, three were government employees earning more than $50,000 a year.
The government annuities and life insurance coverage on these three will allow their families to live
comfortably.
Two other crew members were employed by the
military, making their survivors eligible for military benefits.
All of the members of the shuttle crew were
insured by NASA for $35,000 and Christa McAuliffe
was insured by Lloyds of London for $1 million.
Furthermore, all of the crew members realized
they were working in a high risk occupation and
were aware of the need to provide for their families
in the event of an accident.
The Space Shuttle Children's Fund was set up
when NASA began to receive money from around
the world following the Challenger's explosion last
month.
Thus far more than half a million dollars has
been raised, the distribution of which will be
decided by a board of trustees. The money is
expected to go toward the education of the children,
a very worthy cause.
But, while everyone has the right to decided
freely to donate money to help the 11 children left
behind, soliciting for such donations on television is
uncalled for.

Words light the fuse
by Robert Sllverman
Bowling Green is a small flat
town 60 miles east of Winesburg.
The horizon is as far away as the
ocean. In the summer, the corn
and bean fields sometimes look
like our own green waters. The
politicians here stress cooperation between "us" and "them."
Communists are in short supply.
Angela Davis spoke here Feb.
21. She's from Berkeley, that
ideological playground just this
side of the 6 o'clock evening sun
to our west. Her small black
body stood on stage and spoke in
a voice as melodic as song.
Fifteen years ago her singsong
delivery would have earned her
the accusation of being on drugs.
Today she sounds African, or
South American. Her Jamaicanstyle dredlocks often covered
her eyes as she spoke. She's
plenty communist tor Bowline
Green. On my drive home I
wondered if she was still alive.
She stood behind a banner of
Martin Luther King Jr. and
playfully embarassed us at our
ignorance of black - especially
black women's - history. The
history of lynching, of killing
those we fear, were her most
powerful images, and she knew
it. From my standing aisle position I Watched those in the audience that left early with their
eyes down, and those that stayed
with their set jaws and folded
arms as if in battle with themselves. I felt my own excitement
rise at those words of hers that I
liked to hear and I felt my anger
rise at those words of hers I
feared. This wiry taboo woman
was stirring me up. Her job is to
stir people up. She makes her
living at it and, because of that,

she belongs to that group of
people who must watch our jackets, purses and backpacks because in them we could also
carry weapons.
Angela Davis is a member of
that exclusive group of people
who may be assassinated because of words.
She used no words we didn't
know. In fact, I'll bet we've all
said those same words that she
used, at one time or another. But
she may someday be killed just
because of the way she arranges
her words. This thought, this
idea actually written down,
seems to escape logic, doesn't
it? Yet we all know it's true.
You may say it's the action of
shooting, and not the words
themselves, that does the actual
killing. Perhaps. But for all
those people who have been silenced throughout history, it
was the fear their words stirred
up that gave reason for a gun to
be picked up in the first place.
While I write these words
without my television or radio
on I wonder if she is in the
hospital, at this very moment,
undergoing emergency surgery
to remove the bullets from
someone who couldn't stand the
pressure of her words. Or bullets
from someone who was hired by
others who couldn't live with her
arrangement of words, hired to
follow her forever, waiting for
the perfect moment. Many of us
don't think of Bowling Green as
the perfect place having perfect
moments. In this context, I hope
this holds true for Angela Davis
as well.
Silverman is a teaching fellow
in the English department from
Champaign, 111.
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Before it's all over, somebody
must stand before a judge in a
court of law and answer for the
deaths on the space shuttle.
It's now becoming clear that
the tragedy was not the result of
some freak mishap, some mysterious flaw that couldn't have
been anticipated or prevented.
Now that the behind-thescenes story of the launch is
finally coming out, we know that
at the moment those seven
brave, remarkable people were
strapped into the spacecraft,
there were engineers on the
ground who feared precisely
what finally happened.
Not only feared it, but had
been pleading with NASA to
delay the launch because of the
danger of an explosion.
These were a group of engineers at the Morton Thiokol
company, which built the
booster rockets.
They're the men who believed
that in cold temperatures, the
so-called O-rings - which acted
as washers in sealing the joints
of the fuel sections - couldn't be
trusted to do their job.
And if the rings failed-as
evidence is mounting that they
did - the result would be destruction of the spacecraft. At
least one engineer has said he
thought it might blow up right on
the launch pad.
The night before the launch,
the engineers expressed their
fears to. their superiors at Thiokol and to officials at NASA in
conference phone calls.
It was too cold, they said. It
was dangerous. Wait until the
weather is warmer. Wait, wait,
wait, they urged.
Their advice was rejected.
They were overrruled. One exasperated NASA official is reported to have asked them if
they wanted him to wait until
April to launch.
And finally the top-level management at Thiokol approved
the launch in writing. All a
rkesman at Thiokol will say is
t it was "based on the reevaluation of those discussions."
It's an interesting contrast.
Some of the engineers are telling
their side of it in blunt terms,
plain English.
But those who overruled them
are explaining their decision

with phrases like "based on the
re-evaluation of those discussions ..." Words that mean
almost nothing.
It makes the tragedy even
more nightmarish.
If what the engineers say is
true - and there's no reason to
doubt them - then it means that
those people didn't have to die.
But somewhere along the line
of command at NASA, the decision was made to launch despite
the fears of the experts who had
helped build the booster rockets.
And the question that must be
answered is who and why?
Which person or persons took
it upon themselves to gamble
with the lives of six astronauts
and a schoolteacher?
Why was it so important to
launch in much colder weather
than any launch had been attempted in?
Was it the pressure of NASA's
heavy schedule? Was it because
President Reagan was going to
make his State of the Union

Address that night and a successful and timely launch would
6rovide him with a public relaons and oratorical flourish?
We're told that the top officials at NASA weren't told about
the fears of the engineers.
If so, that's incredible. You
would think that it would have
occurred to someone to pick up a
fhoneandsay: "Chief, I thought
ought to menUon that some of
the boys at Thiokol think that if
we launch in the cold, the Orings will leak and the thing will
blow up and everybody will die.
You interested?"
This wasn't just an administrative blunder, somebody putting a piece of paper in the inbasket instead of the out-basket.
Those engineers were talking to
high-level administrators at
NASA, not the back-gate security guards. They were not hemming and hawing. They were
precise and emphatic about
their concerns.
One of them said, after he was

overruled by his bosses, "I argued before and I argued after."
It's an outrage. And as a
prominent Chicago trial lawyer
told me, it shouldn't be allowed
to end with apologies, regrets;
resignations, a reshuffling of
titles and new procedures.
As the lawyer said: "Somej
body should check the laws of
Florida and the federal laws for
criminal liability. There could
be a manslaughter case here.'";
If the law applies, those who
were responsible should have to
answer to it.
If that sounds harsh, keep one
thing in mind. The seven people!
on the spacecraft, the seven!
whose lives were being put at!
risk, were never told of the dan-!
ger, never told of the warnings!
and fears of the engineers.
!
Nobody had the right to keep;
that from them.
Royko is a syndicated column",
ist writing for the Chicago IW-j
bune.
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Man not the measure of all things
by Bill Welden

Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series.
Adios to the Age of Reason:
we are living in an age of faith.
In any given month, it is a safe
bet that either Time or Newsweek will devote at least one
cover story to Jerry Falwell,
Pat Robertson, or John Paul II;
and who can turn on the evening
news without at least the possibility of being confronted by a
Rev. Jim Jones or a Rev. Moon,
by a scowling Bhagwan or a
giggling Maharishi? Tom Paine
is surely turning over, if not in
his grave, then on his rotisserie.
If, however, there were a Nobel Prize for gullibility, it would
not go to the snake handlers, or
the Hare Krishnas, or the fans of
Rev. Ike. If such a Prize existed,
it would have to be awarded to
the authors and signers of The
Humanist Manifesto, that outrageous catechism of credulity
and conceit which we began to
examine yesterday.
In the opening section of The
Humanist Manifesto U (published in 1973 as an "updated"
version of the original written
forty years earlier), the authors
lose no time in denouncing religions both old and new.
"Traditional moral codes and
newer irrational cults," they
write, "both fail to meet the
pressing needs of today and tomorrow." Having tossed aside
the Ten Commandments as enthusiastically as any college boy
checking into the Moonlite Motel, the authors quicky assert
their deep commitment to the
Higher Values: "As we approach the twenty-first century...an affirmative and hopeful
vision is needed. Faith, commensurate with advancing
knowledge, is also necessary."
Such faith, of course, must be
understood aright, and should
not be confused with the attitudes of a Jewish family sitting
down to a Passover meal, or a
Christian family celebrating the
triumph of the Resurrection.
Any such expression of "traditional theism," as we saw yesterday, 1s "an unproved and

Man is not to be held in
contempt, but neither is he to be
worshipped as a god . . .
outmoded faith." The humanists, who have outgrown such
tomfoolery as devotion to the
Law of Moses or the love of
Christ, place their "faith" elsewhere: namely, in Man.
That's right, Man: alias "the
measure of all things," "the
crown of creation," the preferred entree of discriminating
maggots. Man: the hero of Buchenwald, the builder of the
Gulag, the architect of ten thousand tragedies, from slavery to
genocide to rape and child
abuse. Hail Man! He isn't much
of a divinity, but he's all the
humanists have, and they think
he's a fine fellow.
"We find insufficient evidence
for belief in the existence of a
supernatural," proclaim the authors of the Manifesto. "It is
either meaningless or irrelevant
to the question of the survival
and fulfillment of the human
race. As non-theists, we begin
with humans not God, with nature not deity."
The "meaninglessness" of the
supernatural, of course, is an
insight that has consistently
eluded the greatest minds of
history, from Solomon to Jesus
and beyond. What might be of
more interest to the humanists
is that such supernatural concerns have, in addition to providing true fulfillment for untold
millions, sparked the fires of

reform and compassion in every
age: slavery was not abolished
by irreligious people, nor are
countless hospitals and orphanages erected under the tattered
banner of "humanism." Humanists write manifestos, and
hold seminars; they do not establish leprosariums.
As for the humanists' definition of themselves as "nontheists," this is mere wordplay:
the word atheist is defined in
any dictionary as "non-theist."
And they protest when fundamentalists speak of "secular
humanism!
Someone, it
seems, is dealing from the bottom of the deck.
What else do humanists believe? Limitations of space preclude lengthy quotations here,
but until such time as humanists
renounce their Manifesto, they
can be said to believe in the
following: that "the universe is
self-existing and not created";
that evolution is a fact, rather
than a theory: that "moral values derive their source from
human experience" rather than
revelation; that abortion should
be free and unrestricted; that
society should be "tolerant" of
"the many varieties of sexual
expression," including God
knows what; that nation-states
should be abolished in favor of a
"transnational federal government" which will, presumably,

Melden, a free-lance writer1,
from Chattanooga, Tenn., and,
living in Bowling Green, Is a!
columnist for The News.

by Walt Emerinej
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never fall into the hands of evil'
or avaricious men; that the sky
should be blue and the grasd
green; and that the check is in
the mail.
*
What distinguishes humanists
from other crackpots, apart
from their militant hostility to..
what they sneeringly dismiss a!$
"traditional religion," is the*
astonishing optimism. They",
really do believe that this woruf
can be a paradise, if only "man
tries just a little harder. What
staggering is not their hatred
religion, but their amazing igi
ranee of history. Man is not to
held in contempt, but neither
he to be worshipped as a g
especially in light of his abysmal
track record.
Reading 77ie Humanist Man-;
Uesto, one is repeatedly re-!
minded of another book,!
published about thirty years
ago: I refer to The Little Engine,
That Could. That absurd little;
fable, which has caused untold:
confusion and disappointment to!
several generations of children,!
is the perfect companion to the!
Manifesto: for what the humanists are saying, stripped of all;
the rhetoric arid loaded terminology, is nothing more than "I
think I can ... I think I can...
puff, /puff... history and common sense be damned, I think I
can! "God bless them, they have
much to learn, and absolutely
nothing to teach.
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Ohioans skeptical about college finance plan
by Patricia Ritter
sJaff reporter

Some Michigan officials believe they
have found the ideal way to finance the
college careers of the future, but some
Ohioans affiliated with higher education are skeptical about the program.
The solution proposed late last
month by Michigan Gov. James Blanchard. is to establish a state education
trust fund in which parents, on behalf
of the child, would contribute $3,000 in a
lump sum or through an installment
plan. In turn, the child would receive
four years of tuition to one of Michigan's state colleges or universities.

Room and board costs and other college expenses are not included in the
program.
Ronald Jursa, director of Michigan's
student financial assistant services,
said last week that the program is in its
infant stage. Actual legislation with
specifics has yet to be drawn up, be
said.
"With college costs on the increase,
the thought of sending childen to school
in S, 10 or IS years is staggering to
many parents, he said. "I don't need
any specifics to know that."

cial and psychological. He explained
the program would help parents with
financial planning and would encourage students to prepare early for a
college education.
"who knows how many children
have turned down the chance to go to
college simply because the parents
have embedded in them early that the
family doesn't have the money," be
said. "And who knows how many students have not done their best in school
because of this."

JURSA SAID the reasons for the
proposed program are two-fold: finan-

Carla Edlefson, an executive assistant to Ohio Gov. Richard Celeste,
called the program "an interesting

Closings will not affect
local Greyhound station
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

The recent announcement
that Greyhound will close terminals nationwide will not
affect the local bus station.
Bowling Green station
owner G.Z. Avery said the
financial problems the Greyhound Lines is suffering will
not close his privately owned
station.
In its announcement last
week, Greyhound said its Toledo terminal and 34 others
nationwide will close by October due to financial problems.
Avery said since he owns
the Bowling Green Greyhound terminal, located at 500
Lehman Avenue, his station
won't close.
"I bought the station (20
years ago) after I retired in
1986," Avery said.

Before his retirement,
Avery said he was a bus
driver for the Bowling Green,
Toledo and Southern streetcar lines until the early
1930's.
HE SAID he had traveled
about 1,500 miles each week
and more than two million
miles in his career. Since
Greyhound plans to close
many of their stations, some
drivers may never get a
chance to drive those miles,
he said.
Bill Miller, a driver for
Greyhound and owner of 2,300
shares of Greyhound stock,
said he doesn't believe Greyhound is suffering financial
difficulties.
Miller said John Teets, the
major stockholder of Greyhound, wants to sell the stations for more money. This

move will leave many drivers
without jobs.
"It's demoralizing. Greyhound has not had a losing
year," Miller said.
But the closings will not
affect Miller because he said
he plans to retire in October.
However, the young drivers
under 25 will be affected.
"The young man will lose
his job because Teets is buying many of the stations,"
Miller said.
He said there is nothing
anyone can do to change the
"takeover," as the Greyhound board of directors
wants Teets to sell the stations.
Miller said said he doesn't
plan to sell his 2,300 shares of
stock until he retires.
"I bought my first shares at
$7. Now they're worth $16
apiece," he said.

idea," but said she didn't think Ohio
officials would follow suit.
"We have already helped families by
keeping college costs down by beefing
up state contributions. That's the best
thing any state could do," she said,
adding tuition at Ohio's state institutions have increased no more than four
percent during the past two years.
SEVERAL OFFICIALS at the University said they weren't familiar
enough with the program to comment.
But Deborah Heineman. associate director of Financial Aid and Student
Employment, said she believed establishing a private trust fund would be

just as easy and would serve the same
purpose as a state trust fund.
Jursa said the only drawback to the
program Michigan officials see is the
possibility of taxing the funds, adding
they are awaiting additional information from the Internal Revenue Service.
"They might be able to tax the heck
out of this," he said.
Nevertheless, the program has received favorable response from parents and state officials, Jursa said.
"It certainly has solicited a great
amount of interest," he said. "A Tot of
states are enthralled with the idea."

Four lucky students win
in tuition, textbook raffle
Honor Student Association helps ease cost of college
by Beth Thomas
reporter

Paying for college became a
little easier for one University
student when she won the grand
prize yesterday in the annual
Honor Student Association
(HSA) raffle, worth one semester's state undergraduate tuition.
Kathleen English, sophomore
technical writing major and a
member of HSA, said she managed to pay for the first two
years of college without her parent's help, but a depleted bank
account was forcing her to take
out a loan for next year.
ay for next

"I can;
year now,"

She said she only bought five
chances for the raffle, only because she was selling them for
the organization.
"I had no idea I'd win. I

bought a bunch of tickets last
year, and didn't win, so I only
bought a few this year," English
said.
"I've never won anything big
like this before. When I bought
the tickets, I didn't have very
much money. It's just amazing," she said.
Three book scholarships
worth $50 each were also given
away in the raffle. Winners were
Julie Tobin, Andrea Anderson,
and Patricia Harrelson.
Tobin, freshman journalism
major and member of HSA, said
that she only bought five dollars
worth of tickets for herself, but
almost 30 tickets were entered in
her name by professors who
bought tickets from her, but
were not eligible to enter themselves, she said.
ANDERSON, junior music education major and an RA in
Batchelder, bought six tickets

from a girl on her floor.
"I just buy everything from
them (the residents on her
floor)," she said.
Harrelson. junior psychology
major, could not be reached.
Holly Kirchhoff, president of
HSA. said that the scholarship is
worth $792, and will be credited
toward English's bursar account.
HSA sponsors the raffle so
that it can offer the scholarship
fund, and to help with advertising for the group, Kirchhoff
Sales were lower this year
than in the last three years, she
said, but HSA still made a $600
profit.
"I'm happy with the sales, we
only had 1*0 sellers this year,"
Kirchhoff said. "That's less than
half of the number we had last
year."
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Speak-outs address racial issues Painting procedure
by Valerie Lonero
staff reporter

In an effort to eliminate racism, the Bowling Green Coalition group sponsors speak-outs
which allow people to discuss
different issues concerning racism.
The speak-out allows participants to talk about racism in a
safe place." It is a non-target
group which meets about three
umes a semester and encourages people to discuss racism,
said Catherine LeViseur, a
member and spokesperson for
the group. Meetings are held at

Union

various places around campus.
"The speak-out offers a lot of
good information. People can
come to the meeting to 'speak
out' or just listen to the group's
ideas about racism," she said.

hurts all of us, it can mean
isolation," she said. "Racism
equals prejudice plus power,
and people with power run society."

There are usually 25 to 30
people of all races who participate, she said. "Racism is a
scary subject because it affects
all of us and is an emotional
issue. It is not biological but
rather an oppression which has
become institutionalized in the
churches, homes and companies." LeViseur said.
"Oppression is something that

LEVISEUR SAID she believes
anyone can be prejudiced and
everyone is.
"Prejudice is the irrational
disliking of someone not based
on fact, but feeling," she said.
"The power in our society prevents people of color from different types of education, jobs or
housing that everyone deserves
to have."
Although racism is a result of

here," she said. She said she has
worked at the University for
eight years.
Lawrence has a simple explanation about why she thinks
unions are necessary.
"It's iust plain democratic,"
she said.
And Kelley said unions are
also important for workers.
"Unions provide dignity and a
sharing of the power," he said.
"They (workers) are able to
negotiate for wages, working
conditions, and benefits."

[] Continued from page 1.
eventually plans to have one
union instead of several small
ones.
"I would like to see one strong
union representing the 1,100
classified people," she said.
THIS IS not the first time
there has been interest in a
union among the classified staff,
Lawrence said.
"There has been interest in a
union ever since I've been

Some classified workers are
afraid they will lose their jobs if
they support a union, Kelley
said.
"They can't fire you for union
activity, but they can find another excuse," Kelley said.
Lawrence agrees.
"That's why we want to follow
the University guidelines to the
very tee," she said.
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In other USG business,
Marian Marchiano, chair of
University Committees, resigned from her post.
Michael McGreevey, president of USG, said she resigned because of personal
reasons. Cabinet members
will absorb the duties of Marchiano's former position.

[POIjl

KEVIN BACON IS JACKCASEY HE TRADED IN US
THRff-HECE SUIT FOR A TEN-SPEED

Barney's
Video

Lawrence said the committee's goals for March in additon
to the luncheons, include letters
from CWA/CPW to about 400
classified employees, and letters from the committee to the
employees.
Lawrence said the committee
will probably hold an election in
the fall.

THE PAINTING will go on
as planned during the semester because the University's
10 painters are bi
classrooms a face '.
summer, Russel said.
The University cannot hire
more painters since the cost
would be over the 4 percent
yearly budget increase allotted by the state for painting, he said.
A possible solution discussed at the forum was publishing a schedule telling
where and when painting
would take place in upcoming
semesters so students would
"know what they were getting into" when choosing
housing for the next year,
Russel said.

ACTOR

EVES — ADULTS 13.50
WEDNESDAY STUDENT NIGHT
S2.00

CHICK OUT
OUR MANY
NEW
RELEASES

A forum was held at
Kreischer last week to discuss options for having residence hall rooms painted
while classes were in session,
Steve Russell, Student Welfare Coordinator, said at the
USG meeting Monday night.
The Undergraduate Student Government organized
the forum because of complaints through Action/Reaction forms and a petition
signed by 220 students in Batchelder alone, Russell said.
The forum was attended by
35 Kreischer residents.
Students believed painting
in the rooms, scheduled for
March 17-21 and April Ml,
would be inconvenient, he
said.

auash union activity. He said
i organization would go to the
Ohio Supreme Court if necessary.

$6.50

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATION

AT 7:30 & 0:30

MCKSILVER

Painting will go on as
planned in Kreischer Quadrangle, but aa a result of a
USG organized forum,
guidelines will be set up for
future residence hall renovations.

SPECIAL

Sally Field ' James Garner

Murphy's
Romance

by Caroline Longer
staff reporter

"Our group wants to blast
away the misinformation there
is about racism," LeViseur said.
"Everyone's a leader, everyone's good and everyone needs
to make a positive social
change."

KELLEY SAID CWA/CPW
would fight any effort on the
part of the administration to

THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT
WITH VALID ID
ONLY $2.00

guidelines planned

conditioning as a child, she said
adults can still make a change
by their awareness of racism.
LeViseur, along with five
other people, has Been involved
with the coalition group for
about two years. The group
formed because the people involved share similar viewpoints
on racism, she said.
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Professor nominated for council position
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by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter
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BG News/Jacqule Pearson

D.S. Chauhan
Musician

□ Continued from page 1.
meet the musicians.
THESE MEETINGS put
Mangione in contact with several jazz performers, including
Dizzy Gillespie, Jimmy Cobb,
Cannonball Adderly, Art Blakey
and Ronnie Zito.
Betts, describing Mangione as
"a very warm and senstive person with a strong Italian background with many family ties,"

added that Mangione's father
still accompanies his son on
most of his trips.
"He's the one backstage helping out or the one in front selling
the albums," he said.
Under Betts' guidance at
Eastman, Mangione first began
playing the flugelhorn, an instrument which now is an intricate part of his music.
Later, he returned to Eastman
as a faculty member and began
a jazz program at that school.

That program led to several
performance, record and television offers in the 1970s.
In 1974 he formed his own
recording company, Sagoma.
Some of nis releases still on the
market include: Best of Chuck
Mangione, Children of Sanchez,
Feels So Good, Tarantella, Land
of Make Believe and Journey to
a Rainbow.
Mangione's last Universitysponsored performance was
March 4,1978.

Public administration, though
bureaucratic, is far from dull.
That is the belief of one University professor who has dedicated his studies, teaching and
writing to public administration.
D.S. Chauhan, professor of
political science and director of
the public administration proSam, was recently nominated
r a national council position on
the American Society of Public
Administrators.
He said election results from
the 18,000 ASPA member constituency are expected in
March.
ASPA works to enhance the
professional development of
public administrators by providing national conferences,
workshops and seminars, and by
publishing a monthly periodical
Public Administration Review,
Chauhan said. ASPA has 210
local chapters in the U.S., he
said.
Chauhan, a native of India
who became a U.S. citizen five
years ago, said the role of public
adminstrators is changing.
"As society becomes more
complex, the role of public administrators will become more
important,'' he said.
Chauhan said public administration dates back as far as 4,000
years to the planning and coordination efforts of Egyptian pyramid builders.
"When you look at public administration, it is directed toward preserving and protecting

He came to the University in
1979 to direct the public administration program within the Political Science department.
Chauhan is collaborating on a
book titled "Managing Beyond
Sovereign Immunity." He said
the book deals with the role of
public administrators in a changing society where lawsuits
against public officials are becoming common.
He has also written two other
books. One concerns public labor relations and the second is a
co-authored book on public
health personnel policies.
In addition, he has contributed
or co-written 45 scholarly articles to leading national and international public
administration journals in spite
of the fact that he does not type
proficiently.

Wildlife

WANT TO

in the

Rules and information
now available
in the UAO office

CHAUHAN HAS spent several
years teaching about the role of
public administration in society.
Educated in India where lie
received five degrees including
his Ph.D. at the University of
Lucknow in Lucknow, India,
Chauhan traveled to America in
1969 to teach as a visiting professor at Kent State University.
He then went to the University
of Arkansas at Fayetteville,
where he taught in the public
administration program from
1971 to 1979.
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Shutterbugs!
Enter your favorite BGSU candids

UAO PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST

the rules of the society," he said.
"The basic purpose of public
administration is to generate
services to people as efficiently
as possible."

"DRESS YOU UP"

Come dressed as your favorite artist!
$50 Cash Prize!
toAiK-^-% Kreiscner 8:45» 9:45> 10:45
\y)S& *^
Union 9:00, 10:00, 11:00

PRIZES TO BE AWARDED!
Deadline for all entries March 17

BIG
Winter Clearence
SALE IN PROGRESS
Gals 250 PAIR
DFJVIMS^ORDS^OTTONS-ETC
Values Up to 32.95

Guys LEE-LEVI CORDS 14.95
Guys LEE UNWASHED
St. Legs & Boot Cuts
14.95 Reg. 18.95-24.95

Winter Down Pilled Jackets
Lined Jean Jackets

Guys BIB OVERALLS
Limited Sizes

1/2 OFF

9.95

30% - 50% OFF

Gals Lee Jean Jackets
Limited Sizes

1/2 OFF

1/2 OFF RACKS
Pants-Blouses Knit tops - Jackets
Sweatshirts-Etc

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
* Palmer Avenue
* South Summit St.
* Napoleon Road
•k
■k
*
*

One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
On Site management
Full time Maintainance

* Swimming Pools
* Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

1/2 OFF

Sweaters

1/4 - 1/2 OFF

Winter Accessories
Hats-Mittens-Scarfs
Leg Warmers - Ear Muffs

JEANS N THINGS
531 Ridge
352-8333

For Guys N Gals
Hours: M-Th 10-8
F & S 10-5:30 Sun 12-5,

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
IF LEASE IS SIGNED
BEFORE MARCH 31
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.

352-9135

9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment

Elsewhere
Man found dead;
poisoning possible
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Tennessee health officials
warned people not to use Tylenol capsules yesterday after discovering what
appeared to be cyanide in the
body of a dead man and in an
Extra-Strength Tylenol capsule found in a bottle near his
bed.
Manufacturer Johnson &
Johnson earlier this month
pulled the non-aspirin painreliever in capsules off store
shelves after a New York
woman died after taking an
Extra-Strength Tylenol capsule filled with cyanide.
The FBI joined the investigation into the death of Timothy Green, 32, whose partially
decomposed body was found
in his bed Sunday night. A
bottle of Extra-Strength Tylenol containing a single capsule was found on the floor

next to the bed, police said.
Dr. Charles Harlan, the Davidson County medical examiner, said early tests found
cyanide in Green's body, but
officials would not speculate
on whether it was in amounts
large enough to cause death.
''Preliminary tests were
done Tuesday which indicate
Sanide is present. But we
11 have some confirmatory
tests to make sure that's
what's there," he said.
"THERE ARE all different
kinds of possibilities here."
he said. "It's possible it could
have been done by the victim
himself."
Dr. Robert Hutcheson, the
state's epidemiologist, asked
Tennesseans not to dispose of
Extra-Strength Tylenol in
capsule form.

see "La cage
Aux Folles"

with

When: April 10
Where: Toledo Masonic Auditorium
Cost: $26 with transportation
$24 without transportation
Time: show starts at 8 p.m. Bus
will leave Union Oval at 6:45 p.m.
Tickets go on sale March 3rd in
the UAO office. 3rd floor. Union
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NASA official denies knowledge of danger
WASHINGTON (AP) - A key NASA official
testified yesterday be did not know that
Morton Thiokol engineers remained opposed to launching space shuttle Challenger
even after their company gave its approval.
He said he would have canceled the ill-fated
liftoff if be had known.
"I believe that to suggest that flight safety
was disregarded or not properly regarded
on the night of Jan. 27, in my opinion, does a
disservice to dedicated and committed professionals," said George Hardy, deputy
director of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center.
^
^
The testimony received by President Reagan's shuttle investigating commission
clashed sharply with that of the day before
when Morton Thiokol engineers complained
their opposition to launch was overruled by
their company under pressure from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
"AD of us feel there's been a breakdown of
sorts in the process," said chairman William Rogers, a former attorney general and
secretary of state.
The panel focused on decisions by Thiokol
managers and their NASA counterparts
because it suspects a failure of the seal on

CLEVELAND (AP)-State
officials are proposing that part
of the Ohio Lottery's $8 million
annual advertising budget be
used to help deal with the problem of compulsive gamblers.
But, at the same time, they
are saying the lottery does not
work to create the problem.
Paul Coleman, director of the
Governor's Office of Advocacy
for Recovery Services, said
Wednesday that he and Lottery
Director Ronald Nabakowski favor using lottery advertising

SATURDAY, MARCH 1, ANDERSON ARENA
WOMEN - 11:30 A.M./MEN - 2:00 P.M.
Last regular season MAC game for Miami great RON HARPER
BG legend NATE THURMOND to have jersey retired at halftime
Beheading of Freddie and Freida Falcon
FLORIDA FLYAWAY winner to be picked. You must be present
to win. WEAR SOMETHING TROPICAL.

End of Season Sale
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All Argyles
some solids
30% - 50% off
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Lots of colors

30% off
Corduroy Purses
Reg. 10.00 - 12.00
S2." - $4."

Fall Sleepwear
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Entire Stock
50% - 75% off

Ribbed and Lacy Tights
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Asst. Styles

Sweatshirts
Fleece — Lined
Asst. Styles

Skirts — Pants
Sweaters — Blouses
Suits

30% - 50% off

50%-75% off

50%

Save
Mittens — Gloves
Earmuffs, Hats, Scarves
Entire Stock

50% to 75% off

Selected Jewelry
Earrlngi, Ncdriactt, Bracslsts

40% • 50% off

Many Unlisted Reductions

OL Pou,Mr Puff
525 /&4*

THERE WAS testimony that Morton Thiokol first opposed the launch, for fear that
seals on the solid-fuel booster rockets would
not work after a night of sub-freezing
weather before launch. But the company
reversed itself after a 10:30 p.m. caucus,
despite continuing protests of its engineers.
During that caucus, Thiokol managers
met without their engineers present and
Vice President Joe Kilminster ultimately
decided to sign a memo to NASA approving
the launch.
Hardy and Lawrence Mulloy. NASA's
booster rocket manager, strongly denied
that they tried to force Morton Thiokol to
give its approval for launch under risky,
unprecedented-cold conditions. Challenger
exploded 74 seconds after liftoff Jan. 28,
killing its crew of seven.
"I did not detect any dissent when Thiokol
came back with their final recommendation
(to launch)," said Hardy. But he said had he
detected the continued dissent, "I would not
have accepted" the gofor-launch memo
from Kilminster.
When Mulloy was asked by Rogers

whether he would have changed his mind if
he bad known of the continuing opposition by
Thiokol engineers, he sidestepped the question at first Then he replied that he would
have asked Kilminster ''how he could recommend launch," and would have raised
the same question with Hardy.
MULLOY DISCLOSED that the contract
with Morton Thiokol includes a potential f 10
million penalty for failure of its equipment
and told reporters: "If an investigating
board decides that the cause lies with the
solid rocket motor, the $10 million penalty
will be invoked."
Seven Morton Thiokol employees told the
commission on Tuesday that they felt pressure from Hardy and Mulloy at NASA but
disagreed over whether it was normal questioning or if it reversed the space agency's
traditional safety philosophy.
"Since the issue was first raised, I have
wracked my brain to determine whether
there was any conceivable motivation that
would have made any contractor representative to feel he was under pressure from
anything I said," Hardy testified. He said
there was none, only the customary evaluation of engineering data.

Lottery fund may help gambling problem

FALCON BASKETBALL
VS.
MIAMI
*
*
*
*

the right booster rocket made by Thiokol led
to the nation's worst space tragedy.

Rainslickers
Asst. colors
Reg. $15.00
*8."

dollars to address the gambling
problem. But no dollar amount
has been set.
Coleman said money could be
used to help people who are
compulsive gamblers as well as
educate others on the warning
signs of compulsive gambling.
Any funds necessary to do
this will not come from lottery
profits," he said. "Every penny
(of lottery profits) will continue
to go for public education."
Lottery spokeswoman Anne
Bloomberg said the ads might
take the form of promotional
messages that also provide information on how compulsive
gamblers can get help.
THE OHIO Lottery Commission released a $30,000 consultant's study Tuesday that

concluded that probably 192,227
Ohioans are pathological gamblers and another 259,601 demonstrate the potential.
The figures are based on a
survey taken last June by Cleveland's Decision Research Corp.
The National Council on Cororulsive Gambling defines pathoogical gambling as a
progressive preoccupation and
urge to gamble that involves
emotional dependence on gambling, loss of control and interference with normal functioning.
Bloomberg said experts on
compulsive gambling do not believe state lotteries help create
the problem because they don't
offer the instant gratification or
the high frequency of winning of
other games.
She said the lottery's instant

games make up a very small
percentage of lottery sales. She
said Lotto and Daily Number
games make up about 85 percent
of sales, while the Instant and
Pick 4 games split up the remaining 15 percent.
Ron Root, a member of the
Ohio Council on Compulsive
Gambling, said he hopes the
lottery will provide money for
treatment of gamblers.
AS TO WHETHER he thought
the lottery was contributing to
the problem, he said, "It certainly isn't helping it any."
Bloomberg said state officials
are examining the possibility of
using other forms of gambling
revenues, such as hor^e racing,
to develop a treatment program
for gamblers.

UnibedWay
People Helping People

This week
• Return of the Jedi

FOR A
CAREER
AS:

•Notional Lampoon's
European Vacation
•Silverado

• Missile Launch
Officer
• Air Traffic
Control Officer
• Air Weapon
Control Officer

And lots more
OVER 3900 MOVIES

No Membership
Required for Rental

Volunteers & Summer Rental
Both Starring
John Candy
A Local Business Run By Local People*
112 E. Wellington. B-O.

CALL COLLECT:
(419) 354-3133
rreslwnen eV Sopnofnoret
Mil 372-317*

miinimmiii>^

Don't get lost in the crowd this
Spring Break, hike the:

| APPALACHIAN TRAIL"]
$125 per person
includes:
equipment
transportation
food (except lunches)
mandatory pre-hike
T-Shirt

There are still a few spots open. Sign
up between 8 a.m. — 5 p.m. in the
UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union. $50
non-refundable deposit must accompany sign-up. SIGN UP TODAY!!!
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES
'

-BEER & WINE
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Mayor fined for 8 misdemeanors

Bill supports early retirement

MASSILLON, Ohio (AP) Mayor Delbert Demmer, who
last fall admitted ordering the
mileage turned back on cityowned cars, pleaded no contest
yesterday to eight misdemeanor
counts of tampering with odometers.
He was fined 11,000 and court
costs on each of the eight
charges in Massillon Municipal
Court by visiting Municipal
Judge Louis Levy from Youngstown. The judge suspended the
fines at the recommendation of
Stark County Prosecutor Robert
Horowitz.
Horowitz said he recommended a suspended fine because "there was no personal
motive to profit" from turning
back the odometers. Horowitz
said he prosecuted the case at
the request of Massillon Law
Director Thomas Ferrero, who
felt it would be a conflict to

COLUMBUS (AP)-Cities,
counties and other local governments would be able to create
early retirement incentive plans
for their workers who are members of the Public Employees
Retirement System under a bill
the Senate passed 27-2 yesterday.
Sponsoring Sen. Cooper
Snyder, R-Hulsboro, said the
permissive measure was designed to encourage retirement
of long-term, high-salaried employees to help reduce personnel

prosecute the mayor.
Demmer was Indicted by a
grand Jury last November.
According to the indictment,
Demmer ordered city employees to roll back the odometers as
much as 50,000 miles on eight
used vehicles the city bought
from the state. Demmer allegedly changed the mileage to
quiet employee complaints over
driving the aging vehicles.
Horowitz said the tampering
charge is a first degree misdemeanor, punishable by a maximum $1,000 fine and six months
in Jail.
Demmer, mayor since 1979.
had admitted at a City Council
meeting that be ordered the
odometers turned back.
"It was one of those things
that seemed like a good idea
then seems like a bad idea now,"
Demmer told Council on Sept. 3.

Strike negotiations not planned
TOLEDO (AP)-The strike
against Champion Spark Plug
Co. is critical to the future of the
company, an analyst said yesterday.
"At stake is the very future of
the company," said James Alexandre, an automotive industry
analyst with Donaldson, Lufkin,
Jenrette. "The issues at stake
are essential to the future of the
company as a viable concern."
United Auto Workers members in three states and Canada
walked off their jobs on Feb. 1

over a contract dispute. The two
sides have not met since talks
broke off on Jan. 31. Company
spokesman Dennis Bender at
company headquarters here
said no talks are scheduled.
The strike affects 950 workers
here; 200 at the Cambridge,
Ohio, plant: and 1,100 in Burlington, Iowa; Detroit and Windsor,
Canada.
"It's essential Champion find
ways to lower its production
costs," Alexandre said.

Ameritrust to buy Eagle Savings
CINCINNATI (AP)-Cleveland-based Ameritrust Co.
landed a major foothold in the
Cincinnati banking market yesterday with its announcement
that it will buy the city's largest
thrift, Eagle Savings Association.
Ameritrust announced that it
will pay $12.7 million to buy
Eagle Savings from the Cincinnati-based Western and South-

ern Life Insurance Co.
Eagle has 23 offices in greater
Cincinnati, serves about 140,000
customers and has operated as a
savings institution since 1884. It
has approximately $800 million
in deposits and reported total
assets of $854 million at the end
of 1965.
The purchase is the first major move into the Cincinnati
market by Ameritrust.

costs and spark greater turnover.
"The plan has benefits on both
sides of the table," Snyder said.
"The long-term cost savings
can accrue to an employer who
adopts this early retirement incentive plan only if an employee
who did not intend to retire does
so" and is not replaced or is
replaced by an employee who is
paid less, he said.

Jury deliberates surgeon's case
WASHINGTON (AP) - A jury
of officers continued deliberating yesterday the fate of Navy
Cmdr. Donal Billig, a heart sur6eon accused of manslaughter
i the operating room of the
Navy's premier hospital.
The nine-member panel eight captains and a rear admiral-was in its second day of
considering five counts of involuntary manslaughter and 24
counts of dereliction of duty.
Billig, 55, former head of heart
surgery at Bethesda Naval Hos-

pital, awaited a verdict in an
office near the military courtroom at the Washington Navy
Yard.
Billig, only the second Navy
doctor ever charged with manslaughter, faced a possible maximum sentence of 21 years in
prison and dismissal from the
Navy if convicted on all counts
as charged.
The jury deliberated more
than three hours Tuesday and
resumed deliberations yesterday morning.

. 'RECORDS ond CASSETTES

STORE HOURS
MON TUES-WEDS 9 to 9 SAT 10 to 8
SUN 11 to 6
THURS FRI 9 to 10

902 E.WOOSTER •- Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951

■STATE COUPON!
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ONE DOLLAR OFF ANY
$1.00 Off
ALBUM OF YOUR CHOICE
l p
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°' "■"">"«,
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$3. 49
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BEER MUG
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$1.
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LIMIT 1

EXPIRES 3 6 86
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New emissions test more fair
CLEVELAND (AP) - The latest auto emissions testing proposal for the Greater Cleveland
area is fairer and simpler, but
not necessarily cheaper than a
more comprehensive test, an
Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency spokesman said yesterU.S. EPA Administrator Lee
Thomas has tentatively proposed to allow the three northeast Ohio counties-Lake,
Lorain and Cuyahoga-to use
visual vehicle inspections instead of the more comprehensive tailpipe emissions testing,
officials said.

The proposal is the result of a
meeting between Thomas and
Gov. Richard Celeste in Washington Tuesday, said Ohio EPA
spokesman Allan Franks in Columbus.
"It's a simpler test," said
Franks of the visual inspection.
"We think it's more fair because
people who have tampered (with
emission control equipment)
will get caught."
In addition to the annual visual inspection, the proposal requires the more thorough
inspection in Cuyahoga County
when vehicles change ownership.
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Researcher says activities
Egyptian forces, civilians
cause injury, deaths in riot may help prevent suicide
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - Soldiers in the capital and three
other cities yesterday battled
disgruntled security forces
ana civilians who set fire to
hotels and nightclubs, looted
shops and stormed a prison to
free Islamic extremists.
Unofficial sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, told The Associated Press
that incomplete reports indicated there had been "scores
of deaths" and hundreds of
injured.
By nightfall, journalists in
various parts of Cairo reported that most of the rioting
had ceased, and only occasional bursts of automaticfire were heard.
Soldiers patrolled in armored cars to enforce a curfew that took effect at 4 p.m.
Education Minister Mansour
Hussein said all schools
would be closed today and
universities would remain
closed indefinitely.
Hundreds of foreign tourists staying at hotels near the
Great Pyramids, where the
rioting began Tuesday night,
took refuge in other hotels or
nearby private homes. Others
were evacuated to downtown
Cairo.
No Americans were reported injured, but a French
Embassy official said three

French tourists were hospitalized with minor injuries
suffered in a stampede as
panicked guests tried to flee
the Jolie Ville Hotel when
rioters set it on fire.
ONE BRITISH tourist, Patrick Jewels, was quoted by
the BBC as saying that his
hotel near the pyramids was
set on fire and looted by
mobs.
"Everybody was leaving
their rooms and running," he
said. "Then they (the rioters)
started burning the hotel
rooms down. ... We managed to jump over a wall and
we climbed onto a roof and
lay there for a few hours."
An Interior Ministry
statement issued while the
clashes were continuing said
at least 10 rioters were arrested.
The rioting began when
conscripts from a Central Security Force camp near the
pyramids protested "false rumors" that their term of service was to be extended from
three years to four, the official Middle East News
Agency said.
Witnesses said civilians apparently angry with the government quickly joined in the
spree of arson and looting.
The civilians shouted Islamic

slogans, the witnesses said.
Two Holiday Inns were set
on fire, as were several nightclubs and a police station.
The rioters smashed hundreds of cars and looted hotels and shops in the southern
suburb of Maadi, where many
Americans and foreign diplomats live.
TROOPS WERE sent into
the streets early yesterday
and tear gas was dropped on
rampaging mobs from helicopters. Automatic weapons
fire was heard throughout the
day in many parts of Cairo,
including downtown. Most
stores remained closed.
President Hosni Mubarak
gave a nationally televised
speech blaming the trouble on
''deviationist elements"
within the 120,000-member
Central Security Force,
which guards embassies ana
military and government installations.
Members of the force receive S3 to $4 a month and
food and lodging, but few
other benefits.
Mubarak said the rioters
killed an unspecified number
of guards at hotels and nightclubs in Cairo.

1 FREE ITEOl
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Free
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352-8578
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Delivery
VOTiD BEST PIZlfi IN BC
lot valid with other coupons

CINCINNATI (AP) - Involvement in activities or organizations may help keep despondent
people from committing suicide,
a University of Cincinnati researcher says.
Kevin Breault, an assistant
professor of sociology, said his
study indicates that half of all
suicides occur because of lack of
"social integration" - a measure of how people are connected or tied to each other
through various relationships.
Family, church or organizational relationships from which a
person may draw . support in
tough times can keep the individual involved in life, he said.
Breault said he bases his findings on his study of national and
local data on religious affiliation
and divorce rates, covering six
periods between 1933 and 1980.
Involvement in group activities can provide the
relationships which help a person cope, lie said.
"The psychological view of

suicide, that people who kill
themselves are emotionally disturbed or crazy, isn't borne out
by the available data," Breault
said. "There are good reasons
for suicide, and many of them
can be prevented. It may be
difficult for a shy child to get
into social activity, but it's a
little pain for a lot of protection."

labor force participation, education, unemployment, urban living, stress and wealth or poverty
- did not appear significantly
related to suicide levels, Breault
said.
He said Ohio's suicide, divorce
and church membership rates
are moderate when compared
with 1980 figures for other
states. Ohio's suicide rate was
13.1 per 100,000 people, its divorce rate was 5.4 per 1,000 and
the church membership rate
was 54.7 percent.

HE SAID therapy for people
who are suicidal often does not
Brevent the patients from killing
lemselves.
Counties, states and regions of
the country with higher divorce
rates showed higher rates of
suicide, Breault said. And those
areas with a greater percentage
of church membership had
smaller suicide rates, he said.
Regions with greater population movement also seem afflicted with higher suicide rates,
suggesting that geographic dislocation plays a part, he said.
Other factors tested - female

Breault is beginning a twoyear study with University of
Cincinnati Medical Center psychiatrist Marilyn Sholiton to test
the impact of social integration
on people who have attempted
suicide.
The researchers said they
want to compare attitudes of
patients admitted for attempted
suicide and those admitted for
other reasons.

Demjanjuk's attorneys
battle extradition, trial
(AP)-The lawyer for John
Demianjuk, awaiting extradition to Israel to face trial as an
alleged Nazi war criminal, continued efforts yesterday to keep
the retired Cleveland-area autoworker in the United States and
away from a possible death penalty.
But attorney Mark O'Connor
was also trying to make preparations in Washington to represent Demianjuk in Israel.
Justice Department spokesman John Russell said from
Washington that the "light is
still green" for Demjanjuk's extradition. Demjanjuk, 65, was
being held at an undisclosed
place in or near New York City,
awaiting transfer on an Israeli
commercial flight.
Russell had said earlier that
Demjanjuk would be moved out
of the country in the next two or
three days.
Cleveland radio station,

in retaliation for his anti-communist sympathies.
Demjanjuk would be the first
person extradited from the U.S.
under Israel's law against Nazis
and Nazi collaborators. He
would be only the second person
tried under those laws since
Adolf Eichmann was hanged in
Israel in 1962 for orchestrating
the transportation of 6 million
Jews to their deaths in Germanoccupied Europe.
Late Tuesday, lawyer Mark
O'Connor of Buffalo, N.Y., filed
a petition in the U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia asking for a writ of
habeus corpus to keep Demjanjuk in the United States.
The U.S. Supreme Court Monday had rejected Demjanjuk's
appeal of a 1985 order by U.S.
District Judge Frank Battisti in
Cleveland, which gave Israel the
right to take custody of Demjan-

WERE, reported that members
of Demjanjuk's family were
given permission by federal officials for a meeting in New York.
Demjanjuk faces a possible
death sentence if convicted of
committing mass murder of
Jews at the Treblinka death
camp in Poland during World
War H, Israel's Justice Minister, Moshe Nissim, said this
week.
DEMANJUK, WHO entered
the United States in 1952 and
settled in the Cleveland suburb
of Seven Hills, is accused of
helping in the massacre of
900,000 Jews at Treblinka in
Poland. Survivors have identified him as a guard at the camp
known as "Ivan the Terrible."
Demjanjuk, however, has said
that he was a war prisoner and
that papers linking him to the
Treblinka camp were manufactured by the Soviet secret police
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835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 - 4:30

S
Phone 352-9378

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Professional pool genius, Jack
White has returned to BG for
a week of clinics, exhibitions
& tournaments. Don't miss
your chance to see him!

Monday - Friday

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted S furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
l l/2both

TODAY

9 a.m.

FRIDAY

11 a.m.

Jacks's match
against the men's champ.

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

8

men's finals

(single elimination

All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Sun Lamps
• Melos Sauna

WASHINGTON (AP) - What
is America's most popular leisure activity? Do more men or
women wear seat belts? What
share of Americans has no
health insurance?
The answers - flower gardening, women and 15 percent - are
among millions of facts jammed
into the 985 pages of the government's compendium of essential
and esoteric detail, the Statistical Abstract of the United
States.
The 106th edition of the volume "National Data Book and
Guide to Sources," went on sale
in bookstores yesterday at S27 a
copy, or $22 for a paperback.
Neither the price nor the lack
of plot prevents the volume from
being a hit among those folks
who love numbers and details
about most any subject.

women's finals

Special Features
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

Stats book
popular
purchase

JACK IS BACK!

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

|

noon

a trick shot

J)

exhibition
SEE YOU THERE!!
Buckeye Room

Union
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NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER

ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS

2 Bedroom Apartments
$500 for the Summer
E. Merry Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments

****************************
****************************

Abstracts for the Shanklin
Awards are due in the Graduate
Student Office, 304 E. McFall by
Friday, February 28 at 5:00 p.m.

1 Bedroom Apartments
$400 for the Summer

Efficiencies

****************************
****************************

$300 for the Summer

-

l

* Tennants pay utilities at momo location*:

For further questions, please call 372-2426
.

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster St.
352-0717
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Through the
"In my 24 years of
coaching I'm proud not to
have turned fine individuals into fine players, but to
have turned fine players
into fine individuals."
— John Weinert

On Saturday, Bowling Green basketball coach
John Weinert will be coaching the Falcons for the
final time.
It will bring to an end a coaching career of 24
years, including the past 10 as BG s mentor. As
coach of the Falcons, Weinert has compiled a 146131 mark, including two Mid-American Conference championships.
Weinert came to BG following a four-year stint
at St. Joseph's of Indiana, where he compiled a 7239. In 1975, under Weinert, the Pumas posted the
best record in the school's history - 21-7.
Before coaching at St. Joseph's, Weinert
coached Ripon College, in Wis., for six seasons.
His Ripon teams had a 76-65 record and he was
twice named Coach of the Year in the Midwest
Conference.
However, while announcing his retirement on
Feb. 6, Weinert never spoke of wins and losses. He
was more concerned with the type of people which
came out of his basketball programs.
"In my 24 years of coaching," the 56-year-old
coach said. "I'm more proud not to have turned
fine individuals into fine players, but to have
turned fine players into fine individuals."
AND WHEN asked about his fondest memories
as a coach, special victories didn't pop into
Weinert's head, but recollections of his players sill
came to mind.
"You know I still have players call me at
Christmas who graduated years ago," he said.
"Words can't describe how good that makes you
feel."
From 1979 to 1964, the Falcons had compiled a
92-52 record, best of any team in the MAC. But

FIGHTING

since the 1983-84 season, BG is 19-33.
But it is no secret that Weinert isn't enjoying
himself like he once did. Following the Kalcons
67-58 loss to Kent State last Saturday, Weinert said
this has been his toughest season.
"I told my wife if my first season of coaching
had gone like this one, I would have gone into a
safer profession," he said. "Maybe I would have
been an atom bomb tester."
And even in the worst defeats, Weinert always
had a one-liner to spice up a sports writer's story.
In fact, most of his statements are as colorful as
the sportcoats and ties he wears. Weinert prides
himself on being one of the worst-dressed coaches
in the MAC.
Although, he may go down in MAC history as
one of the worst-dressers, Weinert will also be one
of its top coaches. He will rank in the top 10 for
most coaching victories. He is second to the
University of Toledo's Bobby Nichols among
active coaches for coaching triumphs.
However, Weinert said most of his retirement
will be spent with the honorary coach for Saturday's game against Miami University - his wife
Shirley. He also has two daughters, Cindy and
Kelly, and a son, Buzz. The Weinert's became
grandparents for the first time over the summer.
"For 24 years, Shirley has taken care of the
family," Weinert said. "It's my turn to spend time
with her and the kids.
"It's hard to believe it's been 10 years since
Shirley and I came here, with smiles on our faces,
eager to meet the challenges," he said. "I've
loved every minute of it ana I'll miss it."

Photo/Vince Walter
(Top right) John Weinert and his wife Shirley at the press conference announcing he
would become BG's coach in 1976.
(Middle right) Weinert coaches his players
during a time out in his final season.
(Bottom right) Who says Weinert can't be a
sharp dresser?
(Bottom left) The Easter Seals campaign is
one of Weinert's favorite charity activities.
Here he is with the 1982 poster child.
(Middle left) This Saturday's game will be his
final fight in Anderson Arena.
(Top left) Weinert wears the net after the
Falcons win the MidAmerican Conference
championship in 1983.

Story by

Ron Fritz
Photos courtesy ot
university Public Relations

Sports
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Give Ice Arena real name

Cardinals triumph over BG
Bowling Green's men's basketball team was eliminated
from the race for the MidAmerican Conference tournament by Ball State last night
in Muncie Ind.
The Cardinals punished the
Falcons 85-78 for BG's seventh consecutive loss.
BSU, led by senior Dan
Palombizio's 27 points and 10
rebounds, had little trouble
with BG after halftime.
Palombizio, who wasn't
supposed to see action because of an achilles tendon
injury, came alive following
intermission.
The 6-8 forward hit sevenof-10 floor shots and all seven
of his charity tosses in the
second half for 21 points to
help the Cardinals erase the

Falcons' 37-36 halftime advantage.
Palombizio scored inside on
a layup with 17:47 remaining
in the contest to give BSU a
41-39 lead and the Cardinals
never trailed again.
BSU stretched its advantage to 46-39. The Cardinals
kept pouring it on until they
went up 77-65 with 1:40 left.
However; the Falcons cut
the lead to 79-76 with 32 seconds left before BSU hit its
final six foul shots for the
seven-point win.
BG sophomore center Steve
Martenet led the Falcons with
23 points on ll-of-16 shooting
from the field. He also
grabbed nine rebounds.
Falcon sophomore Anthony
Robinson contributed 15
points and eight rebounds

while Jim Smith and James
Tyler each scored 10 points.
Senior guard Brian Miller,
despite being in foul trouble,
scored nine points and dished
out a season-high 10 assists.
Following Palombizio in
the scoring column for the
Cardinals was Derrick Wesley with 20 points. Charles
Smith added 13 markers.
BG fell to 7-19 overall and 512 in the MAC. BSU is now 1710 overall and 10-7 in the
conference.
The Falcons host MACleader Miami University Saturday at 3 p.m. in Anderson
Arena. It will be BG coach
John Weinert's final game
and Falcon great Nate Thurmond 's number 42 will be
retired at halftime.

Women cagers felled
Bowline Green's women's
basketball team suffered its second consecutive loss on the road
as Ball State upset the Falcons
77-60 last night in Muncie, Ind.
The Cardinals were sparked
by Janice Bierly, who scored a
career high 26 points, and
Emma Jones who contributed
21.
Despite the loss, Freshman
Jackie Motycka set a new single
season scoring record in leading
the Falcons with 18 points. The
record, 444 points, eclipsed former center Chris Turtle's 426
total which was set in the 1980-81
season.
Motycka also led the women
cagers with 10 rebounds while

Stephanie Coe chipped in 12
points.
The Cardinals jumped out to a
?uick advantage, 12-2 with only
:13 gone, but the Falcons cut
the deficit to two, 14-12, with
11:28 to plav in the first half.
But Ball State made a 13-4 run
at that point and the Falcons
could come no closer than 35-30
at halftime.
A three point play by Motycka
and Joelyn Shoup's layup pulled
the hoopsters to within two
again, 39-37, with 16:38 to go but
Ball State held on.
The Falcons played the Cardinals close for the majority of the
second stanza before being outscored 17-4 in the last 4:16 of the
game.

Also scoring for head coach
Fran Voll's Falcons were seniors Joelyn Shoup and Rhonda
Moore, each with 10 points.
The loss drops the women's
overall record to 17-9,12-5 in the
Mid-American Conference,
while Ball State raised its season mark to 12-14, 8-9 in league
playBowling Green will conclude
its regular season Saturday afternoon at Anderson Arena
against the Miami Redskins.
The game will also be the last
home appearance for Shoup, the
Falcon's all-time rebounding
leader, and Moore, who has averaged 10.9 ppg this season.

Howard's club H
210 n. main
UnibedWay

presents:

In Concert

Tonight and Thursday
A retrospective performance of rock-n-roll
Standards from the 50s to the 80s
Featuring: The Beatles, The Who, Tom Petty, Lou
Reed, Rolling Stones, The Cars, U2, Phil Collins
and Many More!

ol Great)'' WerJo

How about Hamilton-York? Any suggestions?
In Wilson's Words

by Phillip B. Wilson
wire editor

Sports facilities at Bowling
Green State University are
adequately named, with one
BIG exception.
Every time I hear about The
Ice Arena I think of a
Watchmacallit candy bar
commercial.
HI, 1 'm your friendly tour
guide and this is whatBGSU's
Athletic Department has to offer
you, the perspective student and
average college sports fan.
"This is Dovt L. Perry Field
over here and Forrest treason
golf course is behind it,"
"And this is The Ice Arena,
and over there Is the baseball
field and its name is..."
"Wait! What's that over
there?" a pesky, toothless,
Wayne Gretzky follower asks.
"The Ice Arena, you know...
where our nationally reknowned
hockey teams play."
"Iknow, but what's the name
of The Ice Arena?"
"The Ice Arena."
"I know! But the name...
Time for a commercial break
from this commercial.
AS IF YOU couldn't tell, I
detest our house of hockey being
named The Ice Arena.
Something about this monicker
just drives my stomach to eat
cafeteria food, or worse than
that, launch a campaign in this
column to see what people think
the place should be named.
If it were my decision to
make, there is no doubt in my
mind what it should be.
I'd call it... Hamilton-York
Arena.
Kind of has a ring to it.
Let's try it again.
Hamilton-York Arena.
Realistically thinking, there

Office of Minority AffairsResidential Services
presents:

* NO COVER •

Prout Hall Main Lounge
February 28, 1986
9:30 am • 11:00 am
Coffee & Donuts

TOP QUALITY
EYEGLASSES
PRICES INCLUDE LENSES & FRAME. COMPLETE

Most Clear Glass
Single Vision Lens Rx

34 88

Standard
Glass Bifocals

54 88

Choose (rom over 1000 current fashion frames
Only tinted, plastic, overpower and oversued lenses priced higher

For Sort Contact lens can office below:

went to the University. Is it his
fault that he started training all
over the country when he was 12
because Bowling Green couldn't
offer the coaching he needed.
In agreement with Earnie
Hamilton, Scott's father who is a
retired University instructor, I
don't think there has ever been
an individual who has given
BG's Ice Arena more notoriety,
with MAYBE one exception.
That would be York.
In winning the NCAA
championship my freshman
year, the former Clarkson coach
has put BG on the map, as far as
hockey dynasties go.
His teams won three straight
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association championships
from 1981-1964. This year's
squad, a very young one,
finished the regular season at 2513 and was, at one time, ranked
first in the nation.
So what can we do about
turning this Hamilton-York
Arena or any other possible
name into reality?
In talking to Olscamp, he
mentioned a contest that his
hometown paper i
when he was growing up in
Ontario. The Sudbury Star, a
fine name in its own right,
needed one for its new civic
center and the winning selection
was The Ice Arena.
"I know! But the name... "
I'm not suggesting we hold a
big extravaganza but if any of
you find this topic of naming The
Ice Arena amusing, write to me
at the BG News office. The
letters should be addressed to
214 West Hall.
I know the odds of getting
anything accomplished are not
great but maybe with a little
luck and a lot of support from
you, the loyal BG News readers,
we could change the bland name
of The Ice Arena.
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Haircut
I Hours

"Not a Sale"
a "Limited Time Special
No Strings Attached

to till your prescription
with professionally fitted

aren't too many people the place
could be named after and the
two I picked, Scott Hamilton and
Jerry York,... well, their
records speak for themselves.
Hamilton has gained much
international acclaim from
winning four ice-ska ting world
championships and an Olympic
Gold Medal in 19M. To top that
off, he's presently touring with
the Ice Capades and is planning
to commentate for CBS at the
ice-skating world
championships at Geneva this
year.
York, on the other hand, la
better known for his coaching
heroics. While a fine player in
his own right (a former AllAmerican), all he has
I here In seven
years is win the 1963-84 NCAA
bivision I hockey national
championship, have a record of
164-107-12, coach eight AilAmericans and seven current
NHL athletes.
WHILE BOTH men are young,
I figured these two were more
closely associated with The Ice
Arena than anybody else.
But according to the
administrators I talked to.
Hamilton-York Arena is about
as popular as a cold bowl of
tomato soup.
University President Paul
Olscamp said the name should
be from someone who is either a
graduate or long-term
employee, former president
William B. Jerome for example.
He added that he didn't think
the level of sympathy would be
high for Hamilton although he
personally is proud of the
native's merits.
I realize that to guys like
Olscamp and Jack Gregory,
athletic director, naming The
Ice Arena after Hamilton might
have some problems, but think
about it a little more thoroughly.
So what if Hamilton never

'Conversations with NATE i
an informal discussion with Nate Thurmond
Motivational Seminar Expert, 1985 Hall of Fame
Inductee, former BGSU Basketball All American
Center

A Designated Driver Participant

Our Everyday
Year — Round
Prices

Realistically thinking, there aren't too
many people the place could be named
after and the two I picked, Scott
Hamilton and Jerry York, ... well, their
records speak for themselves.

Cold Beer, Wine
24 Returnables
Sunday Wine Sales

| closed on Mondays
I T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
| Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

I
!

THE "Where
HAIR
REPAIR
quality comes first"
NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise
2 houses south of Taco Bell
Lois

Leah

Suite

352-2566

Pepsi or Diet Pepsi

•1.09

Meadowview Courts
Apartments

7oz.pkg.99*

Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year

2 Litre
New Delta Gold Frito

Potato Chips
White Mountain
Coolers

40oz. bti$.$l .99

Peach, Strawberry, Peppermint

Schnapps

Colonial Club 750 ml

M. 1 6

Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat \
shared electric

Unfurnished efficiency
$200.00
Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric

One bdrm. furniihed
$270.00
All utilities paid

One baVrn. ufifurnrsnod
$250.00
All utilities paid

Two bedroom furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

Turn bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

All residents have the priviledge of using The
Cherry wood Health Spa located at 8* and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.
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Women's swim title
may be a song away
by Matt Winkeljohn
sports reporter

"The times, they are a
changin'."- Bob Dylan
Or so Bowline Green's
women's swimming team
hopes.
After winning the MidAmerican Conference's first
swimming championship in
1981, Bowling Green has finished second behind Miami
the last four years. This
weekend in the MAC'S at Ohio
University in Athens, the lady
tankers hope to reverse a
trend and prove Dylan's lyrics propehtic.
If past history is any indication of what will take
place in
Athens
this weekend, and
BG coach
Rich
Draper
said it will
be, then
the Falcons and
Redskins
will once again duke it out for
the top spot in the seven team
field.
"It should come down to the
two of us again," Draper
said. "OU has an improved
team, but it will come down to
us and Miami."
And all indications point to
a humdinger of a meet.
In December, BG paced a
field that included Miami and
several Big Ten teams at the
Illinois Invitational in
Champaign, Illinois. The Falcons finished more than a 120
points ahead of Miami. In a
dual meet at Miami in January, the Redskins turned
around to knock the Falcons
off«W0.
Draper said it will take a
few special things for BG to
win.
"On paper we're very
close. Miami has a lot of
freestylers, while we are very
strong in the strokes (breaststroke, backstroke and butterfly)," Draper said. "Our
strokers will have to offset
their freestylers. And everyone has to score."
Each team can take up to 18
swimmers to the MAC's. A
team may enter as many
people in an event as it wants.
However, each swimmer can
only swim in four individual
events and three relays. Each
school may enter one team in
each relay event.
Sixteen individuals score in
each event. Relays are double
points.

BG will have plenty of people capable of scoring.
Sheila Westendorf made it
to the championship round in
four events at last year's
MAC'S.
Kristin Green and Beth
Ricketts were in the final
eight in three events each.
Green is a strong freestyler
while Ricketts is a quality
individual medley performer.
Freestyler Jeannie Martinek was a two-event finalist
who will add valuable points
to the Falcon cause.
Dawn Grant was in the finals twice. She will help BG in
the backstroke.
Pam Reinhart, Kim Long,
and Annette Agee
were
in the final
eight
twice a
Sear ago.
einhart
will help
anchor the
Falcons in
t h e
breaststoke. Long and Agee
may swim any of the freestyle or breastroke events.
Shelly McFarland, Paula
Holmes, and Amy Conroy all
made it to the championships
once last year and should
score for Draper and the Falcons.
BG will get steady help
from divers Carolyn Valencik, Mary Pfeifer, and Sue
Cleveland.
Newcomers will contribute
as well.
Freshman Suzanne Church
will help Paula Holmes in the
long-distance events where
Draper said, "we'll surprise
people."
Draper said freshman Andrea Szekely has a chance to
win four events. The Bowling
Green native has set numerous school records while
swimming the best conference times this year in the
100-yard and 200 butterfly.
Draper would not disclose
which events other than the
two butterflys she would compete in.
Draper said the weekend's
number one item of importance will be, "that everyone
have fun.
But...
A MAC title would be music
to Draper's ears.
If the lady tankers swim
like he says they can, there'll
be no more second fiddles
around here.

The essence of shaving
Draper said the change is often easily noticeable.
"Sometimes, you can even see
the difference while they're in
the water," Draper said. "Depending on the length of the
race, and the individual, it
might make anywhere from a
half-second to three or four seconds difference in a kid's time."
As great as this sounds, there
is too much mental and physical
preparation involved to shave
every week during the season.
BG, like most teams, will only
rest and shave two or three
times a season. With the exception of the Illinois Invitational in
December, BG has not shaved
this year. And they have only
rested before the Invitational
and a dual meet with Miami in
January. Otherwise, BG has
trained hard through every
weekend of the season.
The intention is to build as
strong an endurance base as
possible, using dual meets simply to measure progress and
technique. Draper said by resting and shaving every weekend,
the teams would, in essence, be
spinning their wheels.
"To get too psyched up every
week would take an awful lot out
of the kids. It would take an edge
off by the end of the year " the
second-year coach said. "Working so hard gives the kids even
more to look forward to at the
end of the year. That makes the
shave even more effective."
The women will shave for the
MAC's this weekend in Athens,
while the men will shave for the
MAC's next weekend at Eastern
Michigan University in Ypsilanti, Michigan.
Agee thinks the shave could
help BG end the 'Miami
whammy'.
"We've worked hard all year
and I think we're ready. If we
swim like we're capable, we can
beat Miami," Agee said. "It will
come down to now we react to
the shave. And I think we've
done it all right."

by Matt Winkeljohn
sports .reporter
Anything to gain an edge.
Some people wuTdo anything to
gain any conceivable edge.
Some athletes are so obsessed
with winning, they'll try anything to gain a step on the opposition.
So, when Bowline Greens'
swimming teams shaved all
their body hair for the MidAmerican Conference
championships, they were going
overboard for a negligible difference; right?
Wrone.
No, they're not going overboard. And no, the difference
after shaving is not negligible.
After finishing as runners-up
to Miami in the conference
championships for the last four
years, the lady tankers want
very badly to knock off the
Redskins and five other teams
at the MAC'S this weekend at
Ohio University in Athens.
And if they are going to do it,
you had better believe shaving
will be a big part of it.
FALCON swimming coach
Rich Draper said the peculiar
phenomenen known as "the
shave" is a very important part
of preparing for the MAC'S.
The difference in times after
the shave can be amazing. It's
both a physical and an mental
thing," Draper said, "People
who are not involved in swimming usually have a difficult
time understanding the shave,
but everyone in swimming
knows how important it is."
According to Fremont High
School coach Art Bucci. shaving
was made popular by Yale
coach Bob Kiputh in the early
1950's, and later by Mike Peppe
at Ohio State. Shaving body hair
reduces drag in the water. The
difference comes not only from
the lack of body hair, but also
from the removal of dead skin.
This also increases a swimmer's
'feel' for the water.
Senior Annette Agee describes
the otherwise rare experience.
"We (the team) will shave the
night before the meet in our
hotel rooms. It will be a lot of fun
because we have all worked so
hard to get to this point of the
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"Sometimes, guys shave designs on
their chests. I've seen Falcons and all
kinds of things. Then, we leave the hair in
the hotel rooms for the maids."
— Pete Szekely, BG swimmer
season (the end)," Agee said.
"The feeling once you get under
the sheets that night is very
different.
"And the next morning when
you jump in the water, the feeling is... well, its indescribable.
You just feel so smooth, like you
can go so fast."
Men's swimmer Pete Szekely
adds to Agee's description.
"AFTER THE shave, the
nerve endings are exposed.
There is a tingling feeling
throughout the body, Szekely
said. You feel so smooth; it's a
great psychological boost."
As bizarre as all this sounds,
Draper said the shave can be
even stranger once it begins.
"The kids (jet together in their
rooms and just nave a great
time. They're whoopin' and hollerin' and having shaving cream
fights. They get very excited
about the whole thing," Draper
said. "Crazy things happen during the shave. There's no telling
what may happen."
Szekely elaborates.
"Things can get a little
strange. A lot of guys say
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or 16"
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$499

they're not going to shave thenheads, but that often changes
once everybody starts (shaving)," Szekely said. "Sometimes, guys shave designs on
their chests. I've seen Falcons
and all kinds of things. Then, we
leave the hair in the hotel rooms
for the maids."
As insane as all this sounds, it
has a very serious effect on the
swimmers. Two weeks ago,
those swimmers who will not
compete in the MAC's shaved
before a dual meet with Ball
State.
THE RESULTS indicated the
effects.
Eight women combined for
more than a dozen career best
times. Sue Hansen and the
men's Corky Thein led the way
by swimming three career bests
each.

Screen Printed T-Shirts
While You Wait.
Active Sportswear
and BGSU Hockey Sweaters
112 S. Main, Downtown
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone 334-3098

Additional Items 99«
Bowling Green 352-1539
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B.G.S.U. Theatre Presents...

CONGRATULATIONS

DIARY OF A
SGOUNDIVEL

Due To Popular Demand

BY ALEXANDER OSTROVSKY

Rocky's Happy Hour

Sigma Nu!

Extends To
Monday, Thursday & Friday!

i5-9p.m.i

- #1 active grade point average
- #1 overall grade point average
N3 N3 N3 HI N3 HI H2 N3 N3 HI N3 HZ HI HI N3 N3 1> 3

FEBRUARY 27- MARCH 1
8:00 p.m.
Main Auditorium
Tickets Only $2.00 For Students
For Reservation* Call 372-2222

Rocky ,,JV Rococo
Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Fri.-Sat. 11:00-3:00 a.m.

CHARLESTOWN
APAPTMCMTQ
MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—summer
1986 and 1986-87 school year:
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat
& water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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- OPEN MON thru THURS 5-9:30 p.m.
FRI & SAT
5-10:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
4:30-8:30 p.m.

Now serving
SUSHI

SHOGUN DINNER
(CoobiMliM of Sirinp
TasuiftlM
•9."
SkkkKibobTertyiki

5206 RENWYCK, TOLEDO OHIO
(off Reynolds — near Hill)

535-1836

Classifieds
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UM Weight (or Spring Brssk
Lose up 10 29 be -month
100% money beck ouerantee
Cel 363-0143 for more intormetxin

CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
*th Annual HSA Coffeehouse
March 13. 8pm M the Honors Center
B*w KiMaw CaUIlm
Free lood and entertainment tor a*'

KOI
Pul your beet loot forward lor our
■ . Don t forget NLSI

KM HARRIS CONGRATS ON YOUR NEW RA
JOB KNEW YOU COULD DO IT!

UN, MM

(419) 255 7769

Association For Career Women
lets try • again. Party et Nidus TonigM. Feb
27. 7 30 Cat Staci SI 353 7604 tor more
^formation

ACCESSORIZE'
20* off a) Spring jeweey

McCarthy by March 4

ETCETERA 113 Railroad St

Cnrranal Justice Organuabon meeting. Monday

ATTENTION IPCO SOCIETY

March 3

at 8 00 p m

Spring Break is ruel around the comer.

have

guest

a

in 107 Henna We wl

speaker -1.0*.

Michigan will speak on

Rhom

from

career counseling

So come spend a weekend In Montreal, Canada
with BUILD AND BRONZE ENTERPRISES

and resume writing. Juniors and seniors era
•specially

urged

to

attend

Everyone

Attention PI Beta Phi's

Keyrings, notecaroa.

notepads, stickers, smel a large frames. 2" 4
4" Greek totters, now et Jeans N Things

DON'T

GRADUATE

WASHINGTON

WITHOUT

CENTER

IT"

THE

INTERNSHIP

PRO-

GRAM GIVES YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO
GAIN VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE AND
JOB CONTACT IN YOUR FIELD

Does an Alpha Gam

1 30 PM, MARCH 6. 11 30 AM. AND MARCH

have a crush

10 30 PM

CAU

THE

CENTER

FOR

APRIL

I.

ORDER

1986

AT

PLEASE

THE

ART

PLACE

COUNTER

YOUR
fN

THE

JNfVERSfTY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONfNG 372-2851

OftAIRIE MARGINS rj now accepting submis
Sions

si

poetry,

fiction,

artwork,

photos

Deodene is Friday. Feb 28 lor Spring edition
Cash awards for best m each category

LOST & FOUND
ATTENTION JULIE A. 2EDLITZ
Your driver's license was found between Eppier
Complex a the BA boedmg

To reclaim it. eel

Kelts at 354-4501 after 5 30

LOST
cross

in

Iron!

of

Rodgers

Quad on

weekend of Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental
value! REWARD. Call 362-4319

RIDES
Columbus bound tomorrow? Take me-ptoeae1
Cash

CONGRATULATIONS
MARK AND MONICA
ON YOUR RECENT PI KAPPA PHI-PHI MU
LAVAUERMG I'LL BE OUT OF TOWN AGAIN
THIS WEEKEND SO HAVE FUN
SCOTT

Sk* of Cafeteria Food? Ready to stretch your
peiele and not your waatt? Come eat lunch
. cnez nous at the French House Tuesday.
March 4, 11:00-1 30 French Olson Soup,
ham aandwichaa and cream puffs $2.00 with
ticket Cat 372-2671
fordataas

on

delivery

ol

course1

Call

Caroane- 372-1023 -today

SPECIAL CCKUATIWTULATIONS TO THOSE
ANCHORS-AWAY CHI OMEGAS (MICHELE.
CaNOY
PEEBS. OEBRA SUE t JaJ.ll)

Congratulations Alpha Dens on winning the DG
Anchor Splash spelt award" We're gonna win
the Bate too)

8RATHAUS
NEW
THURSDAY HAPPY HOURS
MM
CAU. 352-6707 FOR DETAtLS

Congratulations SUE HERNER and TED
"FREOOC" SCHUITZ on bang named pre*
dent and vice-president ol UAO Good kick on
those conquests1
Love.
Nancy

Stephana Grim
Congratulations on your Valentine 3 Day Alpha
Pts-Slgma Nu pnmng to Kavtnl
You aura know how to keep a secret"
Lbv», Your Alpha Phi Sailers

CONGRATULATIONS TO THOSE OUTSTANDING CHI OMEGASi MOST IMPROVED GPA<
WOWl REMEMBER LINDAS PROMISE1 VCR
HEY RAISE THAT GPAHEYVCRHEYi

24" gold chain and medium-sized gold
Lost

DELTA TAU DELTA WOULD UKE TO EXTEND
A
BELATED CONGRATULATIONS TO:
MIKE McGREEW AND MICHELLE NEMES ON
THEIR DELTA TAU DELTA-DELTA GAMMA
LAVALIERING AND MIKE DUFFY AND
MICHELLE VOLAR ON
THEIR OELTA TAU DELTA-ALPHA PHI PINNMQ.
Hey Alpha PHI'SAnn Arbor won't know what hit them1
FORMALIZE" your pans now' II wR befun'

SERVICES OFFERED
Al your typing needspromt a professional
Qera 352-4017
Have your special event video taped Dete perms, tormato. weddings, etc Cal 353 1809 or

352-6429

J.T s Pizza
French Bread Pizza Only $1 75
Phone 352-5475

PIONEER FM AM Stereo System

d to utllmi apt For more Intoriraaton cal Kattsyn 363-2019

PRESENTATIONS
Hospital Health and Fitness

j T s Pizza
14" Choose Pizza-Only $2 75
Phone 352-5475

LOSE 20-25 POUNDS
•Y SPRING BREAK I
100% Money Back Guarantee
Call right now! 353-0607

Jama heve arrived
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge Open tonrte II 8 pm

THE ANCHOR WAS SUCH A SPLASHING
SUCCESS
AND TEAMS WERE PUT THROUGH THE
SAME
GRUEUNG TESTS!
YET ONE TEAM EMERGEO. APART FROM
THE REST
THREE GREAT HOUSES-AGAW AT THEfR
BESTteONGRATS CMK>S. PHI DELTS. AND PI
PHIa

CeeasMter Application to

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDuVTc"
IV: ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
REASONABLE RENT CALL 352 7885

of Prtvete Chibe and Aeeorts
a, teles and Mailstto| for
Spert end Family Events

Female aaajaajaaj (a) needed tor summer and
or 88-87 tag apt dose to campus. Cal soon
363-7704,

unu vm WSUAMAN.
OET EXCITEDt TOMOHT IS THE NIOHT-THE
BK3 HUNTII YOJ-LL FINALLY F1N0 YOUR BIG
AAD YOUR ALPHA OELT FAMILY IAMSOEXCfTEDtl QOOO LUCK ON THE HUNTI
L 1 L. YOUR BIG

One female nsomrnete tor Fell Spring ol nait
year Fraiee Apts. 111l.7S-pe.aon a month.
For Info, can 372-490*.

Te the Makers ol CM Owreoe"

taOOaWATE WANTED: 1 Non smoking lemele
lor 88-87 school year. Own room. Col Dorothy
3533802
,

I
ceneretinesione on Being Nemed the Moat
Much Love.
The Late Nlebt Hooters

Camp Counselor Poaatona at YMCA Storar
Camps on Stony Lake near Jackson. lAchigan
Cc-Ed. ages 7-17, Unique Drogrsms Horses
aquatics eaBng. wsrJerness adventure, ntema
tionel empfiesia For further Information oontact:
Merthe Wlrsoe. Phone 364-3208

UNr/ERfsTTV AaafAWADOaj
A uraqu* pubsc fitaeonl group who serve
BGSU' Apptcenona eeaatils in 405 Student
Services Pick one up todayi

GOVERNMENT JOBS $18,040- S58.230-VT
Now faring Cat 1 -806-887-8000 Ext R-9849
for currant lederaJ 1st

asareaaaasTV AsBsAWAPORJi
Get rrvolved n cempue (eedersha>
Appscshons eiieaabla lodey through March 6 In
405 Student Services

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round
Europe. S Amor, Ausksks. Aala Al tieMs
$900-2000 mo Sightseeing. Free nfo Write
UC. PO Box 52 OH 3 Corona. Del Mar. CA
92826.

uso
Faculty Excessnce Award
Nomination forma are avalabie unM March 14 in

Wand. Deytona Beech. Fort Lauoeroele. Fort
Walton Beach or Mustang isavM Port Aransaa
from only S88I Deluxe lodging, parties goodto
bags, more. . Hurry, cal Sunchoae Tours tor
rilormatlon

and reservations

Attention: IPCO Society
teaaastaL.
BfekeMyOey

Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

would eke to congratulate
ChrtotJne Bonia
Baths* 1986 87
Bweetheort

ATTENTION MAY, AUO 1 DECEMBER 86
GRADUATES SENIOR CHALLENGE 1988 wn

be here loon Don't mtoe your opportunity to
contribute toward the growth a devatopmant of
BGSU'
Attention
Spaghetti Club
Mentor. Cadet. Sybi. Fry-boy.

Lovey. Trtioe
Baa. Lucky
After Hours -Saturday I 2 30

RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $1 80 minimum.
50' extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

summer andc* apring 87 Spacloua apt . A C
dose to cemoua
mors rtormatlon.

Cel

AMY- 353 8501

for

1 or 2 people needed to subleaaa apartment for
eaUlsfTBaV. Ajf lAJf BIMBOOBM,

.Phone #.

1

block from campus

$110-month ( ijfaWss Cal 352-1246 for Fal
Spring 1988

I Famey member

ssoga
• Sang
13 Spa) the beans
14 Frees* rock
15 Seaweed genus
IB Amirak
sups
17 Shows support
It Black m Brett
form
21 Man of greet
23 Meeaura off
25 Pmee and yews

(For bitting, purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

7 Watchful
6 Turned lo
as*

LOVE SEAT. EARTHTONES. MUST SELL.
CELLENT CONDITION 352 0711 (66.

Thurstri Manor Apartments
Fufy Carpeted Air Corvjmoned
Cable TV. Furnished Efficiency a
Laundry Facades Apptcatlona for
Summer and Fal at 451 IhuratJn Ave
Across from Offenhauer Tower*
352-5435

2 bedroom apt on Pete St
1 Block from campus
$350 per month. Cal 363-0705
2 bedroom furreshod apertmenta
849 Sixth St $460mo. pfcje stoc
362-9457 between 12-4pm

• 2 BEDROOM FURN > UNFURN ■
■PRIVATE SLEEPINQ ROOMS"
Makx UtasM < Cable TV Furn
One ran Bkxk OH Campus
CAliTOM
Mon -Fri 7 AM Noon 352-4673
' Evareng a wkand 352-1800
UStNO S.C U MODEL LEASE

2 bedroom rumraried apartments School year*

4 bedroom house, ha* block from campus.
1585 00 month a utatles 12 month toaae only
Aaasfiii Fal 1988 Cel 1-874-7674 alter
6.30 p.m.
5 bedroom house avaaabie Summer only. Cal
352-8588 between 1-6

Efltctoncy Now Renting for Fal
1 or 2 **rri**tor lease, fuly funvehad
al utatles pax) Inckxlng color T.V.

with cetxe $285 month Phone
364-3182 or 362-1620 Evening*

Avesable fmmedeilely own bedroom and own
bat! Pool. $200 par month It** heat, Cal
353-3089 after 7:00 p m

FAU-*»1m»v0 IBS*
2 br. hay furnished apts Eitcissnt
looaaon on 3rd St., some units on 8th
SI Reeeonable ratee
1 br. 1 2 br. furnished units: 3rd
t 6th St locations

CAU 103-4*** EVaSetMOS

'scout se
9Dusk

12 Psddocfc parent
14 Berate
20 Go m search of

30 Period of time
37 Joust
30 Clocked
39Bnc-* —
Lai

$0
SI
62
54
55
58

I.—
Commurwala
Mad eiptotrve
da force
Dagger
August
mcknenie
60 Increase

31 Muse of poetry

32
35
38
39

nnnn nnnn nnnnn

pickles and
oaves

29 March ol —
Runner
System or cod*
Bridge support*
Town near New
Haven

imm

43 Mortar s mats
43 Sen 47 Day s work tor
•r»W
40 Cm of meal
50 Sworn
53 Talent,
M The Work)
Accoromg to
■w . John Irving
5' Key
MMra Chapkn
01 Wiogkka parts
Let
02 Jacob s brother
et al .
83 Regretted
64 Terrier type
85 Complete

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments tor
1-2-3-4 Students
Offlc* hour* I 1 AM 4PM
Al 316 t Merry Apt 3
or phone anytime for irrforitwaton
352-7386
Houses and Apertmenta does to campus for
summer 1988 and 8847 school yaw. Cel

1-267-33*1
Large tumefied 2 bedroom apartment avesable
Fal '88 268 8 Ccaege B Phone 3534085 or
353-3811 ov*rsnoB.
Party Room
Csl 362-9378
Two bedroom fumtohed apts tor Fsl

362-2683

iWWtA TO MPrTOtlAPfjaU:
I I L I Daall $ HIsBafl Bl

Miiiinn nnnn nnnn
nnnrjnnnnn nnnnn
nnnn nnn
uuii
i if i in a. ni.ia
III tlaJI II I
I
nnnnnnniinnnnnnn
nnnnnnnn nnnnn
nnn nnnnnn
nnn
nnn nnnn

22 Sign ot the
limes
24 Unearthly

28 Place lor

MAja

41 Dormouse
genus
42 LIV ptu* Llll
44ttomooftho
brave
40 Symbols of
a son
40 Tsniaura

Houses t Apts for 86-87 school year
SmatvBogge Rentals Office 532 ManvSe. reel
362-9457 between 12-4.

BT

MUST SELL: New sever 27" Cevrturion Sport
OLX lOspeed blka-$186. Call Tray
372-3339 Imeessges 372 2548I

lOConfinad
.11 Lrka some tens

*3 Construct

42 Island of
Greece

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mai)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowtinrj Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payab+e to The BG NtW)
Phone: 372-2001

fstor

26 Feature of
( Across
27 Mop. for one

41 Not ready lor
picking

CI*B»ltlc»tton In which you wish your *d to appoar
Campus A CHy Evonts*
WanteKl
Loot A Found
Help Wantad
Rid..
FOCS-HI
Swrvtco* Offerod
For Ront
Par»on»l»
•Canvpua/CHy EvOrrt ad* are published Ire* of charge lor on* day for a non-prom event or fo*e)0ng only.

i Cuppe
6 Mala

20 Aground
30 Leen duzny

40 Where

Total numbs* of days to appear.

JEEP CJ7 LIMfTED V8. AUTOMATIC. SOFT
TOP very good oond»Jon--$3960
353-5147

364-9902

19 Upright Comb

Deles of Insertion .

1974 VW BUG RUNS WELL. BOOY FAIR
LOW MILES $700 INVESTED WILL TAKE
$400 NEGOTIABLE 363-9404

raited by Traato Michel Jartr

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to iHeQlbitity or incomplete infofTnatton. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately il there is an error in your ad The BG News win not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive Insertions.

l bedroom furrtohad apartment* year lea***:
August lo Augusl 362-7454.

Clean wel m*rrag*d 2 bdrm. turn apt*. Summar $ Fal rentals. Include microwave oven* tor
your oonvenlsnce 704 5lh St . 352-3445

FOR SALE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals.

FOR RENT

1 Isrrsss, non-smokjng roomrrrato needed for

4 Type ol art

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

SUIaasEB, EMPLOYMENT
The Upward Bound Program announces the
Iceowng pert-time poalbons for the 1988 Summer ReerdentJeJ Program.
(IIDormnory Counselor
(5) Tutor-Counselors
12) Met! Instructors
(11 Reeding Instructor
(21 Socks) Studies Inetructors
Ml Erxjssh-Wrtarig SUBS Instructor
III American Govt -CMca tnetructor
111 Phsoeophy Instructor
Al interested persons should contact ths College Accees Program Omce. Room 301 Heyes
Hel. Bowing Qreen State Unrveralty for in apofcaaon Cloeing date for receipt ol scpscaBone
in 8:00 p m Friday. March 7. 1988

1984 Renaul L Alence 2 door. e>. AM"FU
radio, automaac. doth InterUr Vary sharp'
18.000 rm . $4,760, accept offer 352 0299
eves or 362-8283 day-eve*.

WANTED

2 F. wanted.
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays)

Vatuabto Summer Experience'
Counraator Positions open, independent Living
Program lor grris with onmary oieebaty ol men
M retardation Cal 216-892-2018 or write INDEP INC . 487 Catsri Rd . Richmond Hts . Ctao
44143

tol free

TODAY' whan your Spring

count on Sunchass

Wanda Back
CongretuMlone on a Job west done during tost
weekend's conference.
AOTKD's

now accepting furniture for sal* on a conetgn
merit bee*)

362-7454

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South Padre

Trie Brothers of Sigma Cm
Theresa Carrol.
You're always In our Hearts!
Love. Your Phi Mu Sellers

SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA Good Money
Marry opportunities' Employer ssangs. 1988
Summer Employment Qukte. $5 95 AJaaco,
Bon 30752, Seattle WA 98103

405 Student oarvtoaa

l 800 321 5911

"The Second Time Around"-The beet used furnrtura 740 N. Enterpnee 352 3925 We era

HELP WANTED

TO THE "NEVER AuAM" CREW
Thanks for sj your hard work, support, end
dedtoaPon' rt'a because of you the party was a
success The beat m yet to be'
Love. Ceroi

Break counts

1 year old

HEEDED PERSONIS] TO SUBLEASE EFP1CSNCY FOR SPRsNQ '87 PLEASE CAU MM
362-7823

issBadwj *Beot BltatlfSltg your ooBege or metorT Contact year college office now. Advance lialetusluil tor hi begins on March t.

more

with 2 JVC speakers
Cel John 352-1305 after 5 p m
$200 or BEST OFFER

from only $89: and eking al Steamboat or VM

UNIVERSITY HOST 1 HOSTESSES
MR.TON-S HAPPY HOURS
THURSDAY. FEB 27
5:00 P.M.M

J T a Pizza
10 Cheese Pizza Only $1 75
Phone 352-5475

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
teat Objective into Cal now 354 HOPE
(4673) Mrs M. Th 12 noon-8pm. T.W 10
am 2pm. Sal 1 2 noon 2pm

Sundance Announces
February Spec*
9 layer oTp $3 95 s Fuzzy Navel

UNTVERSfTY AMBASSADORS^
A select group of students who serve ea student emheoaarloii at presidential receptions,
conduct tours for alumni and are a Pubic Reie
bone group for BGSU' Pick up an appscahon h
410 Student Services or at the MBM Ammni
Cantor Wednesday. February 10-Wednesday
March 5

J T a Plus
16 Cheese Pizza-Only S3 75
Phone 352-5475

The BG News

FOR SALE
PIONEER FM AM Cstllfta Electrorac Car
Stereo wstl 2 JVC Speakers MUST SELL

FOR SALE
9-11 asa and 1:16-4.-00 ass

Sig Epe and Delta w* have s Weal at the lee with
KD's from tour states
Get psyched!

on you?

SENIORS
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUR CAP
AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE PLACED BY

THIS IS A CORRECTION
8 month ok) AKC Sspsrtan Husky Beit otter
Cel 352-2323 after 5:00pm

88 ONLY

ACADEMIC OPTIONS FOR MORE DETAILS

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY. 1966

Dnvsn. wen cuMng and auto-manuaj coraral
Asking $26.00 or good offer CALL
353-2011 Ask tor HANDY, gotta heve the
caeh"'

ASAP Cal JOHN 362-1305 after 5:00
Female needs euw1mo.il tor Fal

INFORMA-

TION SESSIONS ARE BEING HELD MARCH 4,
12,

SCHOOL'S A BEACH
Tske s study br eek today and get your free sot!
drink Id from McDonalds > could heap you win
a alp for two to sunny Deytona Beach from
AM6B0WFAL Cal 2-2195 for Mats on how
to win!

is

welcome Including pre-crimfnel lusllce majors and non-majors I

POUT aWt That asNjRT laV>NAO>MTNT~
•TUOENT SYfaVOBIUM

MsKE OLDFELD axe you never heard IsM B»
ported eJbume a singles Friday
night at 10 00 (after the hockey game)
WBGU88 1

Add Visual Punch to Your Wardrobe

and members ere welcome Funds doe lo Kathy

Female grad looking lor the asms to share
2-tXtrm. apt for summer Free art oond . quiet.

uanlulauto. Cat 362-1692.

LSAT-MCAT-OMAT ORE
NTE-CPA REv^^-NCtEX-HN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
(41B) 536 3701 TOLEDO

ATTENTION AMA MEMBEFIS
Wine and Cheese Party Thurs March 6 from 6

neap si seat, seeking 1
sk* w» money tor parties and rant lor 88 8 7
year Urwersity vaaoe
364-5008

Dea'tasleewaaiiiiiliiiillili
A group of students promoting Pubsc Reasons
for too Utsvarstv are looking tor mteiaeled
under graduates Ike yourself1 Apply today In
406 Studenf Services for UNIVERSITY
AJamASSADORS

REALISTIC LAB-66 Turntable: Aulomaoc. Be*

■ cat ChnetSw at 364-7608

PERSONALS

to 9 pm at Kaufman's Cost is $5 00 and (acuity

Love. X.B.B.

Kafy.
flgfva you three guanas on who your FUI dele
la and the feat two don't count i til be lota ol tun
and games at the data partyll
Love, your FUI SPY

rUnrtkm
Free Pregnancy Tee!
Morning After Treetment
Carrier for Choice
1S1 N Michigan
Toledo, OHo

An Evening n Martinique
Black History Month Event
at the French Mouse wttti the fen Rue Ceeee
Nsgrea with engash subtitles Feb 27. Thursday. 7 p m Free end open
Kiel

Deeceretery need meto ferret lor meang Pteese
cal Laura 372-1831

Who's to the kitchen?

lEEj?! E»!E!

APART1»ENT$ NOW FOR RENT FOR THE
SCHOOL YEAR *$-$7 AMD THE BUsSseEA OT
*$. APARTfaENT* AM COMPLETELY FURtoaHED WITH 2 BfDftOOM*. CABLE TV, AIR
COssWl>0*as»a. LAUNDRY AND PARKrNO
FACSUTIES. ALL UTHITlEa EXCEPT ELECTRICITY at PAX BY OWNER RENT « $eO«
FOR THE BVtBBSER "M" FOR THE APARTBBTHT. FOR THE SCHOOL TEAR BM7 THE
BENT fS IS75 PER SEMESTER WITH 4 PEOPLE, CAU TM AT mar APARTMENTS
$11-71*2 AFTER tM P.M.

Help bring |
the world
together.
Host an
exehaange
student

80 - Scon
Oaxaeton
1 Educ. TV
2 Singing range
3 TV veteren

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
BTV International ».uth Exchsnae

